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This work is concerned with the problem of developing 
suitable mathematical representations for the pn junction 
diode and npn and pnp transistors for use in computer aided 
design and analysis programs. The Ebers-Moll model as used 
in the Net-1 program has been considerably improved, partic-
ularly regarding base resistance prediction, prediction of 
high forward current behavior, and the addition of reverse 
breakdown terms. The resulting models show substantial 
improvement in representation of d-e and transient charac-
teristics. Some improvement in a-c characteristics has also 
been obtained. Methods of obtaining parameters for the new 
model and several of the present models, given measured 
device characteristics, are also described. Physical device 
operation is described to the extent necessary to justify 
the assumptions made in model formulation. 
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MODELS FOR THE PN DIODE AND THE NPN AND PNP 
TRANSISTOR FOR USE IN COMPUTER AIDED 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Influence of the Computer on Analysis and Design 
The digital computer has profoundly changed the entire 
structure of engineering analysis and design. The philoso-
phy of design in virtually all areas of engineering, but 
particularly in the analysis and design of circuits, has 
been radically altered by the advent of the computer. 
Several excellent survey articles on how this has evolved 
have appeared in the literature in the past few years. The 
b 1 d 2 . h3 d . 4 d papers y Kuo , Pur ue , Wlrt , an Branln are goo 
examples. This paper will first summarize the state of the 
art of computer aided analysis and design in order to bring 
the problem of modeling into better focus. 
One main departure in the philosophy of analysis 
brought about by availability of computers is the greater 
emphasis today on total system analysis as opposed to 
analysis on a component-by-component basis. For example, 
consider the circuit shown below in Figure I-1. This simple 
electronic amplifier may be redrawn into an a-c equivalent 
circuit with the transistor replaced by a small signal 
linear equivalent as shown in Figure I-2. It can be seen 
that node voltage analysis requires the solution of six 
equations in the six unknown voltages. Although this is 
not an impossible task by any means, the cost in man-hours 
for someone to solve this network for the voltage gain 
without the aid of a computer would most probably cause the 
analysis to be carried out in three stages: first the 
input network, then the transistor, and then the output 
network. The addition of feedback elements would complicate 
the analysis still further. Although standard methods 
exist for such analysis (see, for example, dePian5 ), the 
task is still arduous. On the other hand, the solution for 
the voltage gain using the ECAP program reduces the problem 
to a technician level. 
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Figure I-2. Electronic Amplifier A-C Equivalent 
Analysis of a two stage amplifier with feedback 
elements can easily give rise to more than 20 equations and 
20 unknowns, making the analysis almost impossible by hand. 
An important corollary to the above is the concept of 
designing such an amplifier. If the basic topology of the 
circuit can be defined, the detail design of certain 
critical components can be carried out by use of an algo-
rithm, providing a fast means of analysis exists. Several 
articles and papers discuss such algorithms, for example, 
6 7 those by Ternes and Calahan , Hachtel and Roherer , and Barton 
8 
and Case . Such algorithmic design schemes necessarily 
require the use of a computer. 
Another major departure from "classical" design and 
analysis philosophy has been in the method of attacking non-
linear problems. Before the advent of the computer the 
4 
main method of non-linear analysis was the graphical approach 
9 such as that described by Boast . These methods require 
great patience on the part of the analyst and have generally 
been used only for simple circuits. Analytical methods, 
although known in principle for many years, began to be 
widely employed after the development of the computer. Now, 
utilization of many non-linear analysis methods have become 
commonplace and routine. A good example is the Newton-
R h h d d . db . 10 'lf11 d ap eson met o ~scusse y Penn~ngton w~ , an 
Calahan12 • A good contemporary article on non-linear 
13 analysis has been written by Branin and Wang . 
A third major change has been wrought in the concept 
of simulation. There are many experimental situations where 
a particular environment is very difficult or costly to 
construct. A good example is the study of circuits under 
the influence of nuclear weapon outputs. This area has been 
the subject of great investigative effort and funding by the 
government and has precipitated hundreds of papers and 
articles. Three problem areas with circuits under radiation 
are the ionizing effect of gamma radiation on semiconductors 
and dielectrics, gain degradation of transistors due to 
neutrons, and heating of high atomic number elements in the 
circuit (such as gold and tantalum) by X-rays. A good 
unclassified summary of these problems can be found in the 
14 15 . 16 h d' t' work of Hood , Goben , Goben and Sm~ts , T e GE Ra ~a 10n 
Effects Handbook 17 , and TREE (Transient Radiation Effects on 
Electronics) handbook18 . The TREE handbook also has a 
5 
classified supplement which discusses specific weapons. 
Because of the political and economic difficulties of 
conducting nuclear tests, the computer has become a main-
stay in the design and analysis of "hard" circuitry. 
Some Basic Methods Used in Computer Circuit Analysis 
It would be well at this point to summarize some of 
the common methods used in circuit analysis by computer. 
This will serve to introduce the concept of the non-linear 
model, the subject of discussion in later chapters. 
There are three basic types of analyses which may be 
carried out on electrical (or mechanical) networks: d.c., 
which is concerned with the steady state with no time vary-
ing transients, a.c., which carries the d.c. concepts into 
·the complex number domain of sinusoidal signals, and tran-
sient analysis concerned with time varying signals in the 
general case. Each of these may, in general, be further 
subdivided into the linear vs. non-linear case. 
The first algorithms used in conjunction with 
computers were simply automated equivalents of the hand 
analysis methods formerly used. Methods of solving linear 
simultaneous equations, such as matrix inversion and the 
h f 19 . kl . 1 t d compact met od o P. D. Crout , were qu1c y 1mp emen e 
by computer programs. Methods of statistical analysis, 
methods of solving differential equations and eigenvalue 
problems were similarly programmed. In circuit and network 
analysis many of the traditional methods, such as the node 
and mesh methods, were programmed to take advantage of the 
new engineering tool. As pointed out by dePian 5 , the 
system of linear nodal equations can be systematically 
written by a system of matrix additions for each component. 
This approach has been considerably expanded by Branin20 and 
general methods of writing both node and mesh equations have 
been developed. Writing the latter by a systematic method 
requires formulating a network tree. 
have been devised to accomplish this. 
Several algorithms 
A well-known early program based on the systematic 
writing and solving of the nodal equations is the ECAP21 
program written by IBM. This program, containing a d-e, 
a-c, and transient program, has received wide use and is 
now being regularly taught as part of the undergraduate 
program at the University of Missouri -- Rolla as well as 
at several other institutions. This ~s a linear program 
only (piecewise linear approximations to non-linear elements 
can be used in the transient program) and allows analysis of 
many classes of networks. The transient case is handled by 
converting the integral-differential equations for the 
network into difference equations and solving them as a set 
of real-linear-simultaneous equations at each time step. A 
good discussion of this process can be found in the ECAP 
user's manua121 . 
The greatest emphasis in research into methods to 
solve networks on the computer, however, is in the area of 
non-linear analysis. To demonstrate the concepts of 
6 




Figure I-3. Simple Non-Linear Circuit 
To begin the analysis, it is necessary to have a 
mathematical representation for the non-linear diode. 
Suppose that it can be represented by the classical diode 
equation, 
( I-1) 
where Is and ¢ are constants. Let the operating point of 
the diode be assumed to be v .. Equation (I-1) can then be 
JO 




= I (V. ) + 0 I (V. - V. ) + higher terms 
JO av. J JO 
J 
~I [exp(¢ V. ) - 1] +I ¢[exp(¢V. )] [V.- V. ] S JO S JO J JO 
~ I [ exp ( ¢V. ) ( 1 - ¢V. ) - 1] S JO JO 
+ I ¢ [ exp ( ¢V. ) ] V. S JO J ( I-2) 
7 
This linear approximation allows the equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure I-4 to be drawn for the network. For any 
given operating point Vjo' the quantities Geq and Ieq 
Figure I-4 are given by 
in 
8 
Geq =I ¢[exp(¢V. )] S ]0 ( I-3) 
Ieq = I [exp ( ¢V. ) ( 1 - ¢V. ) - 1] 
S JO ]0 ( I-4) 
Thus, for any estimated operating point, the network 
can be represented by a first order approximation, solved as 
a linear network, and the operating point estimate revised. 
These steps are repeated until a solution consistent with 
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Figure I-4. First Order Equivalent of a Simple 
Non-Linear Circuit 
Although this method is quite valid in theory, there 
are, nonetheless, practical difficulties. One typical 
problem is that in semiconductor devices a small change in 
voltage can precipitate large current changes. This, in 
the process of iteration, can yield large junction voltages 
which in turn cause currents beyond ~he arithmetic capabil-
ities of the machine being used. There are several methods 
of getting around this problem. One common technique is 
to assign a maximum junction voltage limitation. Another 
technique is to change the device operating point by a 
smaller amount each time than would normally be indicated. 
This slows convergence, but often acts to keep the process 
from "blowing up". These and other schemes are discussed 
by Calahan12 and Broyden22 . One last remark along this line 
concerns the fact that some networks have more than one 
steady state solution. To insure that the desired solution 
is reached, it is common to specify in the input list which 
devices are "off" and which are "on". This is the procedure 
used by Malmberg, et a1. 23 in the Net-1 code and by others. 
A-C analysis of linear circuits is, of course, simply 
a matter of writing the required algebraic equations in the 
complex number domain for a given frequency. Several codes 
have been written to do this for the linear cas~ such as 
ECAP. In the case of non-linear networks, however, the 
procedure is not as well defined. For a circuit containing 
non-linear time invariant elements, one may first determine 
the d-e solution, and from this determine a first order 
linear small signal equivalent along the line of Figures I-1 
and I-2. This is the procedure to be adopted by Malmberg24 
in the Net-2 code now being written. A second approach is 
9 
to determine the gain of the network at several instanta-
neous values of the input signal and use this information to 
determine distortion. There is no program, to the author's 
knowledge, which does this; however, it would be a good 
problem for someone to work on. 
Although transient analysis can be carried out using 
the classical methods, there are several reasons why it is 
rarely done in practice. To examine methods of transient 
analysis, it is first necessary to examine the method of 
state variables. 
The State Variable Method 
Although many computer algorithms are a programmed 
equivalent of classical methods, some are relatively unique 
to the computer age. One such method is that of state 
variables. Although known for a good many years, only with 
the advent of the computer codes has the state variable 
method received wide use. It is the basic method of the 
CIRCUS code, the Net codes and others in use. For a good 
discussion of state variables, the reader is referred to 
the work of DeRusso, Roy and Close 25 , and other similar 
textbooks. 
To introduce the basics of the method, consider the 
circuit in Figure I-5. It can be seen that the network has 
four nodes and four meshes. To solve by either classical 
method would require solution of four equations in four 
unknown quantities. Yet, it can be seen that if the 
inductor current and capacitor voltage were known, the 
response of the network to any value of input signal could 
be predicted. Stated in different terms, the current iL 
and voltage v determine the ability of the network to 
c 
respond to an input and hence its "state". Thus two 
differential equations in these two quantities provide a 







Figure I-5. ·Linear Circuit Example for State Variables 
By linear superposition the capacitor current can be 
seen to be the sum of the current due to iL and vc. 
Combining R3 and R6 into an equivalent resistance 
R36 = R3 + R4(R5 + R6)/(R4 + R5 + R6) 
and similarly for R1 and R2 
Then 
dvc 1 [i - (l/R36)vc] dt = c L 


















To obtain, for example, the voltage across the 




Equation (I-10) evidently needs to be evaluated only when 
the output voltage is desired. Otherwise the equations of 
(I-9) are simply updated during each computational step. 
For the network of Figure I-5 the equations are linear. 
For the network of Figure I-4 the state equation would be the 
following: 
dv. df] = 1 Cj [ {vin - vj) /(Rl + R2) 
- I { e xp ( <!> v . ) - 1 ) ] 
s J (I-ll) 
It can be clearly seen that this equation is non-linear, but 
integrable using various algorithms such as Runge-Kutta. 
Conclusion 
It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that when 
non-linear elements are introduced into a circuit, a suit-
able mathematical representation for those elements must be 
formulated in order to analyze the circuit. In general 
this representation should be mathematically continuous and 
have a continuous first derivative. Existing models for 
the transistor and diode are the subject of the discussion 
of the next chapter and new, improved models for same are 
discussed in Chapters III and IV. 
CHAPTER II 
DISCUSSION OF EXISTING MODELS 
In Chapter I two distinct approaches to the modeling 
problem were discussed. In Figure I-2 the non-linear 
transistor was represented by a linear equivalent circuit. 
This approach is called the small signal representation 
since the main assumption in the development of the model 
is that signal excursions around the operating point are 
small enough so that a first order approximation to the 
non-linear characteristics is valid. An extension of this 
approach is to model the device in linear segments, each 
approximating the device over a range of its characteristic. 
13 
This is called the piecewise linear approach. A good 
discussion of this method is found in Chirlian26 , the ECAP 
manua121 , and the paper of Herskowitz27 , and will not be 
pursued further in this paper. The so-called large signal 
approach, typified by Figure I-3, uses a mathematical 
function to represent the device. The basic difference 
between the piecewise linear approach and the large signal 
approach is that in the piecewise linear model the first 
derivative of the function is discontinuous at each boundary, 
although the function can be modeled almost everywhere as 
closely as desired by linear segments. In the large signal 
approach, both the function and its first derivative are 
required to be continuous. 
Small Signal Linear Representation 
In Figure I-4, a non-linear diode was represented by 
a first order Taylor expansion of its non-linear charac-
teristic about an operating point V. . If it were desired JO 
to analyze the circuit from an a.c. point of view, Fig-




eq c. J 
Figure II-1. Small Signal Equivalent of Diode Circuit 
This representation obviously is good only for very 
small signals and becomes worse and worse as the signals 
become large· enough to cause appreciable higher order 
distortion. The same concept can be used for the modeling 
of transistors. A set of typical measured transistor 
characteristics taken from the manufacturer's data sheet 
is shown in Figure II-2 for the 2Nl613 transistor28 • For 
an operating point of Ic of 400 rna., and a collector-
emitter voltage of 4 volts, the base current is seen to be 
10 rna. Taking this value to the base characteristic, the 
base-emitter voltage is seen to be about .98 volts. 
Consider that the device is operating at a collector 
current I and a collector-emitter voltage of V 
cop ceop 
14 
Considering that Ic and VBE may be considered as functions 
of IB and Vee we can write 






(V - V ) 
ce ceop ( II-1) 
v be = vbe(IB,vce) 
avb 
+ e (V - V ) 
avce ce ceop (II-2) 
This is a standard form for obtaining the small signal 
h parameters. They can, of course, be obtained approxi-
mately from the graphical characteristics of Figure II-2. 
; 400 
r II/ r = zs•c --f-- - --t- --r 1~~d r-· t-- -- ---· r-- --!O•A· .,. __ !01t1A ro_,.• _ 
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Figure II-2. Characteristics for 2Nl613 Transistor 
(Courtesy of Fairchild Semiconductor) 
Alternatively, if an analytical exprf~ssion is available for 
the functions, the small signal parameters can be obtained 
by simple differentiation of these functions, provided 
the derivative exists and is continuous. This, then, is 
the bridge between the large signal and the small signal 
characteristics. Additional information on small signal 
models can be found in company literature such as the T.I. 
29 
"Transistor Circuit Design" book and the excellent survey 
article of Harbourt30 . 
Large Signal Representations 
We now come to the heart of the discussion at hand, 
16 
namely, the formulation of suitable expressions to represent 
the large signal characteristics. This type of represen-
tation allows for non-linear d-e solution, solution for 
time-varying signals, and, by differentiation, suitable 
small signal parameters. In the course of model evolution 
for the large signal case, two basic approaches have seen 
wide use. The first of these is the current controlled 
concept of Ebers and Mo11 31 and the charge controlled 
f B f d S k 32,33 concept o eau oy an par s . Because of their basic 
nature, each of these concepts and their practical 
manifestations will be examined. The Ebers-Moll approach 
has been incorporated into the Net-1 circuit program and 
represents the pn diode by an equivalent circuit as shown 
in Figure II-3. 
R 
c 
Figure II-3. Net-1 Diode Equivalent Circuit 
This representation is almost exactly the same as 
proposed by Ebers and Moll except that the shunt resistance 
R is placed only across the junction as opposed to placing 
c 
it across the entire device. There are three equations 
which govern the equivalent circuit. The current generator, 
I, follows the classical diode equation 
17 
I = Is[exp(qV/MkT) - 1] (II-3) 
where I is the device saturation current, q is the elec-
s 
tronic charge, k is Boltzmann's constant, and V is the 
junction voltage. The constant M is not in the original 
Ebers-Moll expression. It was added to take into account 
the fact that practical devices generally do not have a 
simple q/kT characteristic, but, due to non-ideal recombin-
ation processes, may run anywhere from q/kT to q/2kT. 
The transition and diffusion capacitance are modeled 
by a well-known expression which takes into account the 
variation in depletion layer width with applied voltage and 
also the effect of stored charge in the depletion region 




q(I + I ) 
s 
27TMkTF (II-5) 
R is a proportionality constant, V is the potential which 
z 
theoretically "flattens" the potential hill across the 
junction, and N is a constant, normally between 2 and 3, 
depending on the impurity profile. F is closely related 
to the carrier lifetime. 
The resistors ~ and Rc are attempts to model the base 
resistance of the device and the effects of leakage and 
depletion layer width change in the reverse region. As will 
be discussed in some detail in Chapter III, this is a 
rather poor approximation to the true device behavior. 
Although called a "charge-control" model, the diode 
model in the CIRCUS program is actually the Ebers-Moll 
representation of the Net-1 program, the only difference 
being one of notation. For reference, the diode equivalent 




Figure II-4. CIRCUS "Charge-Control" Model 
The equation for the Id generator and the one for Cd 
are reproduced below as given in the CIRCUS user's manual 34 • 
Note that they are entirely equivalent to the Net model 
parameters and, given one model, one may derive the other. 





Koehler35 has written an excellent article showing 
the relationships between many of the present existing 
models and has presented a true charge-control model of the 
diode after the work of Linvill36 and that of Beaufoy and 
32 Sparks . This model shown in Figure II-5 uses the charge 
stored in the "storance" S(q(t)) to control the current 
through the device. Evidently if the average carrier life-
time is T , and the stored charge is q(t), then the current p 
flowing at any time is given by 
i(t) = q(t)/Tp + dq{t)/dt + C ~~ 
v (t) 
i (t) 
. C (v) 
q(t)/T p 
Figure II-5. First Order Charge Control Diode Model 
(II-8) 
The drop across the storance is zero in all cases and 
a voltage source is used to provide the drop across the 
20 
device given a stored charge q(t). This drop is given by 
the expression 
v(t) = (1/A)ln[l + (q(t)/I T ) ] 
s p (II-9) 
This is identical to the Ebers-Moll Equation (II-1) when 
solved for V given I. 
Although there are variations to the above models 
which have been adapted for use in various applications, 
this represents the current state of the art. Because none 
of these models give an account of breakdown there have 
been efforts made to incorporate breakdown terms into these 
models. One such model proposed by Danie137 divides the 
breakdown region into three parts: the region appreciably 
below breakdown, the region going into breakdown, and the 
breakdown region proper. Each of these regions is modeled 
by a separate exponential expression which, when added 
together , give a good account of the breakdown region. The 
effects of photo currents present in a nuclear environment 
are usually modeled by placing a current generator across 
the junction. This appraoch is used in CIRCUS, Net-lR, 
and other programs. 
Models for the Bipolar Transistor 
The bipolar transistor representation is very similar 
to the diode and, for any given modeling philosophy, is 
usually an extension of the diode model. A quantity which 
must also be modeled in the transistor is the current gain 
21 
profile as a function of current or junction voltage. This 
may be done by assuming the gain to be a constant, a poly-
nomial expression, a piecewise linear expression, or a more 
complex mathematical expression. 
In Figure II-6 is reproduced the modified Ebers-Moll 
model as used in Net-1. It differs from the original Ebers-
Moll model in that resistances Ree' Rcc' and Rc have been 
added as well as including an expression for modeling the 
current gain as a function of junction voltage. In addition, 












Figure II-6. Modified Eber.s.~Mo.ll-:Model 
Bipolar Transistor 
The equations which govern the model are summarized 
below. 
2 3 
Sn = Bn[Al + A2Vl + A3Vl + A3Vl] 
Si = Bi[Bl + B2v 2 + B3v; + B 3V~] 
an = Sn/ { Sn + 1) 
a. = a./{a. + 1) 
~ ~ ~ 
Ief = Ies/(1 - anai) [exp(qv1;MekT) 
Icf = Ics/(1 - anai) [exp(qV2/MckT) 
1] 
1] 
Cde = q[Ief + Ies/(1- anai)]/[2nMekTFn] 














Most of the above quantities have been defined in the 
context of the diode model and will not be further elaborated 
upon. It should be noted that the basic assumption of Ebers 
and Moll in developing the model is the independence between 
the base-emitter and base-collector junction voltages in 
producing the device current. 
The model used in CIRCUS is quite similar to the Net 
model. Its circuit is shown in Figure II-7, although, 
because of the similarity to Net, the equations governing 
it will not be discussed. Given the parameters for one 
model, those for the other can be derived. A program to do 
23 
this was written by Basa38 in order to create a CIRCUS 
library from the Net library. There are two differences 
in the models worthy of note. The gain profile is modeled 
by a table of values supplied as a function of current 
which are linearaly interpolated to find s. Also, the 
diffusion capacitance is made a similar function of current 
governed by a table of values. This results in a model 
which does not have a continuous first derivative as Net, 
although in practice the model seems to work satisfactorily. 
Emitter 




Figure II-7. CIRCUS Transistor Model 
The Problem of Obtaining the Model 
It became apparent early in the use of circuit analysis 
programs that no model was of any practical use unless means 
could be found to obtain the model, given measured device 
characteristics. This problem precipitated many studies 
and several papers39 , 40 , 41 have been written on the subject. 
24 
In addition, many sets of parameters have been collected. 
However, in some cases, they are considered proprietary by 
their owner and there have been few extensive lists of 
parameters published. Sandia Corporation, Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory, and Harry Diamond Laboratories, due 
to their close connection with the government, have provided 
most public parameter lists. The methods used to obtain 
the device parameters have varied from user to user; however, 
two approaches which typify the p~oblem involved will be 
discussed. 
An effort, initiated by Sandia Corporation in a 
contract to Texas Instruments, Inc., has resulted in a set 
of programs to determine the Net model. This work has been 
summarized in a report edited by Purdue39 • In subsequent 
discussion it will be called the "TI" method. Another effort 
initiated by Harry Diamond Laboratories has resulted in a 
set of programs written by the author for Braddock, Dunn, 
and McDonald, Inc. 40 and will be called the "BDM" method. 
The basics of the TI method are as follows: Equation 
(II-3), for biases beyond a tenth of a volt or so can be 
approximated by 
I = I exp(qV/MkT) 
s 
Taking logarithms this becomes 
ln{I) = ln{Is) + (q/MkT)V 
(II-22) 
(II-23) 
In Figure II-8 is shown a typical measured forward 
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current region,Equation (II-23) can be fit to obtain an 
estimated value for I and q/MkT. Next, a point in the 
s 
high current region can be used to obtain an estimated 
value for the resistance Rb by noting the "bendaway" 
voltage at a particular current. The three values of I , 
s 
M, and ~ are then calculated by a search routine which 
minimizes the absolute percent error between calculated and 
measured current at a particular forward voltage. 
The resistance R is obtained by a least square fit 
c 
of the measured reverse current to an expression of the 
form, 
It is noted that only the slope of the characteristic is 
modeled and an absolute error can occur. This is the fault 
of the model and not the method of fitting. The transition 
capacitance at several measured values is fit to Equation 
{II-4). The diffusion capacitance parameter is determined 
42 by Kuno's method. This will be discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter III. The procedure for transistors is 
very simila~ except that the additional fit for the S 
function is performed. 
The BDM method is similar except that a different 
procedure is used in the forward region. Letting a/MkT 
be lumped into the constant ~' Equation (II-3) may be 
solved for V given I to obtain 
26 
(II-25) 
Adding in the effect of ~ one obtains an expression 




This equation is linear in the base vectors I, ln(I), and 1 
and a linear.least square fit will yield Is, ¢, and~ 
directly. The reverse region is handled the same as in 
the TI method. The relative performance of these two 
methods may be seen in Figure II-8. 
Criticisms of Existing Models 
The basic trade-off in deciding on a model for a 
computer-aided design or analysis program involves complex-
ity and accuracy on the one hand versus ease of obtaining 
the model and low computation time in the model on the 
other. For example, Koehler35 , has proposed a high order 
charge control model which should, in theory, be quite 
accurate for the planar transistor. Yet, as a practical 
matter the determination of the model parameters given , 
measured data and the implementation of such a model would 
be quite difficult. The Net and CIRCUS models, on the 
other hand, do suffer from loss of accuracy even though 
they are relatively simple. 
One of the most serious sources of error in the Ebers-
Moll or first order charge control model is the assumption 
of constant ~ {~b for the transistor) . The subject of 
high level injection will be dealt with in some detail in 
the next chapter; however, for the moment, it will simply 
be noted that the bending over of the high current char-
acteristic is primarily due to the presence of minority 
carriers rather than base resistance. Secondly, the resis-
tance in the base is subject to conductivity modulation and 
typically varies from tens of ohms to less than one ohm 
over the current range of m.a. to amps. From a purely d-e 
point of view, the Ebers-Moll model can provide from fair-
to-good prediction of the device,depending on the device 
and the application. A fairly typical fit is shown in 
Figure II-8 for the 1N251 using both the TI and BDM fitting 
methods. As would be expected, the BDM method gives a 
better overall fit to the forward characteristic, but gives 
a fictitious value for Is. The TI method provides a good 
value for I and M, but can precipitate high errors in the 
s 
transition region between low and high current operation. 
A program to obtain these parameters is discussed more 
fully in Appendix H. In the reverse regio~both methods 
tend to predict the general slope of the reverse character-
istic, but can give quite erroneous values ranging upward 
to better than +100 per cent error. 
In general, the transition capacitance is predicted 
to within a few per cent by Equation (II-4) over a wide 
range of operation. In the forward region, however, the 
behavior is much more uncertain and in some cases it is 
28 
best to limit the capacitance at some maximum value since, 
of course, at V = Vz' Equation (II-4) would predict an 
infinite capacitance. This will be discussed further in 
Chapter III. 
In the case of the transistor, many of the idiosyn-
crasies peculiar to the diode model occur as would be 
expected. In general, the error in assuming constant base 
resistance is even more serious in the case of the tran-
sister. If, for example, the base resistance ~b is set to 
a value based on low current a-c measurements, one might 
obtain a typical value of 50 ohms for a common transistor. 
Yet, the d-e drop from base to emitter with 500 rna base 
current would normally be on the order of 1.5 volts, as 
opposed to 25 volts {50 ohms x 50 ma.). In the transient 
case, the predicted step voltage change seen for a step 
change in base current can again be quite erroneous for 
the transistor modeled by the Ebers-Moll model. As 
mentioned before, the accuracy of the d-e solution is quite 
sensitive to the expression used ~s variations in current 
gain versus base current or base emitter voltage can be a 
strong factor in d-e accuracy. The Net approach is off by 
quite an amount, particularly at high currents, whereas the 
CIRCUS approach using a piecewise linear function produces 
discontinuities in the first derivative. 
29 
As a final point, the Ebers-Moll model shows deficien-
cies in the prediction of the small signal a-c parameters. A 
program called EM535 was written to display several items 
30 
of interest for a transistor given its Ebers-Moll model 
parameters. This program is described in detail in 
Appendix D. The results of one investigation, namely, to 
predict the small signal h parameters for the 2Nl711 tran-
sister using the Net library parameters will be discussed. 
In Table II-1 is shown a comparison between the h parameters 
for the device at 5 volts V and 1 rna. Ic as calculated 
ce 










.156 X 10-6 
135 
.0022 X 10-6 
Measured Diff % 
4.4K 113 
730 X 10-6 about 3~ orders 
of magnitude 
135 0.0 
23.8 X 10-6 about 4 orders 
of magnitude 
Table II-1. Small Signal Parameters for 2Nl711 
It can be clearly seen that hre and h 0 e come nowhere 
close to being predicted by the model. The input resistance, 
hie' is large by a factor of about 2.0, and hfe' by virtue 
of being set into the model, is exact at this particular 
operating point. To see how well the general shape of the 
parameters is predicted by the model, a plot of hie vs. 
collector current was calculated and compared with the 
manufacturer's similar plot. This is displayed in 
Figure II-9. A plot of the other parameters was not run 
since, in the case of h and h , the values predicted are 
re oe 
more than two orders of magnitude from the measured values, 
and in the case of hfe the profile is strongly dependent 
on the range of operation used for the polynomial fit. It 
can be seen that while the general shape is predicted, the 
slope is somewhat different. All of this would suggest 
that Ebers-Moll model should be used for a-c analysis with 
extreme caution. 
In summary, it may be noted that the basic drawbacks 
to the Ebers-Moll Net model are the assumption of constant 
base resistance and the modeling of the current gain 
parameter. It has, on the other hand, good value from the 
engineering standpoint and it is relatively easy to 
implement in analysis and design programs. Chapters III 
and IV will discuss two new engineering models for the 
diode and transistor which will substantially alleviate 
these deficiencies while retaining most of the simplicity 
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DIODE MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The Ebers-Moll and Charge control models were 
discussed in Chapter II. To improve many of the defi-
ciencies in these models while still retaining the general 
characteristics of an engineering model, a new model for 
the p-n diode is developed in this chapter. The model 
improves the prediction of high current effects, intro-
duces conductivity modulation in the base region, improves 
the reverse region reduction, and includes a term to 
predict breakdown. Programs for obtaining the model 
parameters, given measured data, and programs to evaluate 
the model have been developed and are discussed in detail 
in the Appendices. 
Forward Region Development 
The forward-biased characteristic for a typical 
diode is shown in Figure III-1. This data was taken from 
the Automatic Data Acquisition System described in 
Appendix A. The forward characteristic can be divided 
into three regions as shown in Figure III-1: the low 
current region where essentially all current flow from 
the junction area to the ohmic contact is by diffusion 
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appreciable drift current (region III) and the transition 
region (region II) . 
It has been shown by Ebers and Moll3l and others32,36 
that in region I, the diode acts like an ideal diode 
junction in series with a base resistance ~· Taking 
Equation (II-3) and lumping together the constants q/MkT 
into one constant ~' it can be written 
35 
I = I [exp(~V) - 1] 
s (III-1) 
In subsequent discussion the junction voltage will be 
termed V. and the general device current I. In some cases 
J 
if the current is specifically forward current it will be 
called IF, or, if for the reverse region, IR. Using this 
notation and solving Equation (III-1) for V. one obtains 
J 
(III-2) 
The above equation is derived on the basis of carrier 
transport across the depletion region. In the forward 
region it can be assumed for practically all commercial 
diodes that forward current is due to minority carriers 
which have been injected across the depletion region into 
the base. (Note that these carriers are majority carriers 
while in the emitter region and become minority carriers 
after they pass into the base) . If the number of injected 
carriers is small with respect to the majority carriers 
present in the base, the primary carrier transport is by 
diffusion and there is very little drop across the base 
region. Under these conditions the resistance of the base 
region is relatively constant and typically in the order of 
tens of ohms. As the minority carrier level in the base 
region increases, however, the effective base resistance 
begins to lower. An appreciable drift current is set as 
greater and greater base voltage drop ensues. In the 
36 
limit, the base voltage drop approaches the junction voltage 
drop as the minority carrier level approaches the majority 
carrier level to yield a curve in region III of Figure III-1 
having a slope of approximately 1/2 that in region I. Hence 
in region III, the expression for forward current becomes 
approximately 
(III-3) 
Equation {III-3) is a good model for the terminal character-
istics of the device in region III. This idea is developed 
in greater detail by Phillips43 . 
The attempt was made to implement Equation (III-3) 
directly in the modeling of the diode by making Is and ¢ 
of Equation (III-1) functions of voltage. While some 
success was obtained, it was found that the practical 
implementation became quite complex and an alternative 
approach was chosen. 
Referring back to Figure III-1, the difference 
voltage between the forward applied VF and the junction 
voltage vj looks very similar to the "Bode plot" type of 
function shown in Figure III-2. 
Device Current - amps 
Figure III-2. Difference Voltage Introduced by High 
Level Injection 
It was decided to use an empirical relation which 
gives a good account of the difference voltage vd. Its 
value at low currents is zero and its character at high 
currents becomes linear when plotted against the log of 




To completely model the d-e resistance present in 
the base regions, some additional consideration of base 
resistivity is needed beyond that afforded by Equation 
(III-4). A piece of n type material will show a resistivity 
at low currents given by 
(III-5) 
When holes are injected into the material, however, 
this expression is modified. The majority carrier concen-
tration changes to accommodate the base minority carrier 
concentration pE resulting in 
38 
(III-6) 
and Equation (III-5) becomes 
p = 1/q[llnNd + ( lln + llp)pE] 
1 [ 1 = • 
qllnNd l1 + llp) 1 + ( n 
lln 
= 





Since pE is proportional to the device current, 
Equation (III-7) may be rewritten by lumping together 
constants to obtain 




Note that Equation (III-9) approaches a constant voltage 
drop at high currents equal to ~Iob" Given a forward 
current I, Equations (III-2), (III-4), and (III-9) may be 
combined to give the total forward drop, 
vF = vb + vd + vj 
=I Rb/[1 + (I/I0 b)] + K ln[l + (I/I 0 h) 2 ] 
(III-10) 
It can be seen that the above expression contains a 
total of six constants: ~' Iob' K, Ioh' ~, and Is. The 
interpretation of each of these is summarized below: 
The d-e resistance of the base at low 
currents. 
I 0 b The current where conductivity modulation 
of the d-e resistance becomes appreciable. 
K The slope of the high current difference 
voltage. 
I 0 h The current where high level injection 
effects begin to take place. 
¢ The factor (q/MkT) in the Net model. 
Is Essentially the same as for the Net model. 
There are some comments which should be made about 
Equation (III-10) before proceeding. First, the equation 
is simple to solve for a voltage given a current, but the 
converse requires non-linear iteration. A computer sub-
routine to do this has been written and converges rapidly, 
although it necessarily takes more time to find current 
given voltage than voltage given current. This might mean 
that more computer time would be required to solve the d-e 
case, although to solve the transient case would require 
no additional time because the operating point would be 
almost known beforehand. Equation (III-10) has a contin-
uous derivative everywhere, and is everywhere defined 
except for dVf/di which is not defined at the origin 
(di/dVf at the origin is zero). It can be noted that at 
low currents Equation (III-10) becomes Equation (III-2), 
the Ebers-Moll Expression. At high currents the expression 
approaches Equation (III-3) plus a de voltage drop. 
39 
Reverse Region Development 
In the reverse region, Equation (III-10) predicts a 
small constant current -I • In the Ebers-Moll model a 
s 
shunt resistance is added to explain additional shunt 
reverse current, but this approach is not entirely 
satisfactory since the actual current is not primarily due 
to resistive effects. Consider now a typical reverse 
characteristic shown in Figure III-3 for the 1N777. As 
noted by Daniel and Purdue41 , the reverse region can be 
roughly divided into three areas: the region appreciably 
below breakdown, a transition region, and the breakdown 
region. This approach was to attempt to model these three 
areas by three semi-empirical terms. The results for some 
devices appear good and for others the model was perhaps 
overly complex. For example, in many cases the diode is 
being operated appreciably below breakdown and a model 
which predicts a linear curve on log-log paper would be 
40 
quite adequate. In other cases, when the device is being 
operated in breakdown, a simple voltage source with a series 
resistance is adequate. After due consideration of this 
question, it was decided to pursue an alternative approach 
not so much with the idea of supplementing any previous 
approach, but rather to complement the existing approaches. 
In this manner, a simpler model which will work well in 
some cases is available and lies in complexity between that 
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42 
Figure III-3 indicates that an expression of the form 
of 
I = I (-V)B [exp(~V) - 1] 
sr (III-11) 
will provide a linear characteristic on log-log paper (after 
the exponential terms drop out) and models the low current 
region. Then, to model the breakdown region, an additional 
current multiplication term is added of the form, 
N 
M = 1/[1 - (VR/Vbd) r] (III-12) 
where VR = -V, the reverse applied voltage. In summary, for 
an applied reverse voltage V, where VR = -v the reverse 
region can be expressed as 
And for VR > 0.2 volts or so, this expression reduces to 
B Nr 
I= -IsrVR[l/(1- (VR/Vbd) )] (III-14) 
Some comments are now in order. For those interested 
in further pursual of the reverse region modeling problem, 
a good discussion can be found in Phillips43 , Lindmeyer 
d W . 1 44 d G 45 Th t I . . an r1g ey , an rove . e parame er 1s 1n sr 
practice close to I , but is determined from reverse region 
s 
measurements rather than forward. The expression goes to 
infinity at VR = Vbd" A program to determine the constants 
Isr' B, Vbd' and Nr can be found in Appendix G. 
be said about the model later. 
More will 
43 
Junction Capacitance Model 
The semiconductor diode has a distinct limitation 
placed on its ability to switch from one operating point 
to another due to the presence of the junction capacitance, 
the effect of stored charge in the vicinity of the junction, 
and the effect of lead inductance. In very high frequency 
applications, such as microwave mixers and the like, the 
effect of lead inductance and distributed capacitances 
must be taken into account. For most lower frequency 
applications and most switching applications it is suffi-
cient to use a lumped capacitance for the junction. This 
is the approach followed here. 
Because of the potential difference which exists 
across the junction region, a capacitance called the tran-
sition capacitance exists. If the junction width stayed 
constant with bias voltage it would be a simple matter to 
assign this a constant value as is normally done with 
vacuum diodes. Unfortunately the width changes and large 
variations in this capacitance, particularly when the 
device is forward biased, will be seen. A standard 
expression for this based on junction width change is the 
one used in the Net model. It is 
Ct = R/(Vz - Vj)N (III-15) 
This expression was fit to a number of diodes from very slow 
to very fast. The expression gives a very good prediction 
of ct, errors usually being in the order of a few percent. 
When the diode is forward biased, however, the 
situation becomes considerably more complex. The capaci-
tive effect becomes quite dependent on the base width in 
addition to irregularities in the geometry which can 
cause second and higher order effects to manifest them-
selves. For the case of a wide base diode (that is, one 
where all injected carriers recombine before reaching the 
ohmic contact) the stored base charge due to forward 
current carrier injection is simply proportional to the 
carrier lifetime. For narrow base diodes, however, the 
base width and diffusion constant must be taken into 
account. There are two general approaches to this problem 
as reflected in the philosophies of the Net model and the 
CIRCUS model. In Net, the diffusion or forward capacitance 
is made a simple function of the current. The F parameter 
for wide base diodes should be equal to the carrier life-
time. CIRCUS, on the other hand, uses a table of values 
for this and linearally interpolates between the values 
supplied. The latter approach, while more general, is 
perhaps less satisfying academically. The author has been 
content here to use a combination of the two for the reason 
that, as a practical matter, many diodes can be adequately 
fit to the Net expression for most applications. For the 
few where delay line effects, etc., cause second order or 
higher effects to come into play, an arbitrary function of 
current can be appended. Hence,the complete expression for 
junction capacitance becomes 
44 
45 
Cd = R/(Vz- V.) + K (I +I ) + F(I} J c s (III-16} 
where Kc has the units of seconds/volt and is inversely 
proportional in most cases to the carrier lifetime. As 
mentioned, F(I) may be appended as a table of values a la 
CIRCUS if a more complex expression is needed. 
Summary of the Complete Diode Model 
Summarizing the previous material results in the 
equivalent circuit shown below in Figure III-4. 
non-linear R's 
Figure III-4. Diode Equivalent Circuit 
In most cases the high level term (dropping Vd) can 
be combined with the junction giving an equivalent circuit 
exactly like that of Net and CIRCUS except that there is no 
longer any junction shunt resistance Rc. On that basis 
Figure III-4 can be redrawn and defined with the relation-
ships to follow. 
non-linear cd 
I ) I. J 
~~ ~1- ~v ~I 
Figure III-5. Diode Equivalent Circuit in Net and 
CIRCUS Form 
An example will be shown for three ways of implement-
lng the model in d-e, a-c, and transient calculations. 
The case for d.c.: 
The capacitance Cd does not enter in; however, it 
will be assumed that V in Figure III-5 is a tree branch 
voltage or alternatively that the d-e calculation is being 
carried out using the nodal equations. The problem is 
then; given V, find I, di/dV, Vb' and di/dVb. For this, 
the model coefficients needed are ~ and I 0 b from Equation 
(III-9), Is and ~ from Equation (III-1), K and I 0 h from 
Equation (III-5), and I , B, Vbd' and N from Equation sr r 
(III-14). An additional coefficient stating the maximum 
allowable current I is also needed. 
max 
46 
A decision is first made to determine whether V is 
< 0, = 0, or > 0. 
If V = 0, then I = 0, di/dV = Is¢' vb = 0, and 
di/dVb = 1/1),. 
If V is positive, then the series of steps depicted 
in Figure III-6 are executed to determine I. The deriv-
ative di/dV is then calculated from the expression 
di/dV = l/{(l/¢I) [I /(I+ I)] s s s 
47 
+ (2K/I0 h) [I/(I + I 0 h)]} 




If V is negative {reverse biased) , then the reverse 
region model is used. No iterative procedure is required 
here and the currents may be calculated directly. 
VR = -v 
V B[l -
Nr 
I = 1sr {VR/Vbd) ] [exp ( cpv) - 1] R {III-19) 
The case for a. c.: 
The calculation procedure in the a-c case is identical 
for d-e case, except that the values of d-e current are not 
needed in the model. After computing di/dV and di/dVb' the 
value of current is used to compute the junction voltage 
from Equation (III-1) and the capacitance is calculated from 
Given V, find I 
I [exp(~V) - l] ~ I 
s 
(1/~I ) [I /(I + I ] + (2K/I h) [I/(I + I ] ~ DVDI 
s s s o oh 
K ln(l + (I/I0 h) 2 ] + (1/$) [(I+ I 5 )/I5 ) ~VI 
(V - VI)/DVDI ~DELT 
yes 
no 
I + DELT -+ I 
Figure ·rri-.6. Forward Current Calculation Procedure 
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Equation {III-16). The a-c equivalent circuit which 
results is shown in Figure III-7 below. 
cd 
I ~ anode di/dVb cathode • VA • 
di/dV 
Figure III-7. Equivalent Circuit for a-c Operation 
The transient case: 
Assuming that a state equation method is used for 
the transient calculation, the need will arise in updating 
the state matrix for the value of the junction current 
given the voltage V. This is calculated as for the d-e 
case. The junction capacitance is similarly calculated 
knowing V and I. Depending on whether R is included 
--base 
as a tree branch or a link, the voltage given the current 
or the current given the voltage can be calculated from 
Equation (III-10) or its inverse. It should be noted that 
the current calculation in the transient case is generally 
much easier than in the d-e case since a good starting 
value for the current will always exist and only one 
iteration if Figure III-6 will be needed. 
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Obtaining the Model Parameters 
To demonstrate the practicality of the modelr 
several devices were modeled from measured data. The 
programs to obtain the model are described in detail in 
Appendix E and the program to fit the capacitance is 
described in Appendix F. The general procedure will be 
described here. 
To obtain the forward characteristic, it is generally 
necessary to have forward current versus forward voltage 
data from essentially zero forward voltage to some point 
well into the high current region. A typical set of 
such data is shown in Figure III-1. In addition, some 
data is needed to determine the base resistance parameters. 
What is required is a set of data showing the base 
resistance as a function of current. This might be 
obtained from a-c measurements; however, the method chosen 
here was to use transient voltage changes versus current 
changes. Consider the circuit shown in Figure III-8 which 
is a simplified functional circuit for the Tektronix Type S 
plug-in unit. Step changes in current are applied to the 
device under test from a forward bias to either zero 
current or reverse bias with a switching time limited by a 
mercury relay and associated wiring. Normally this is a 
matter of a few nano seconds, suitable for all but very 
short lifetime devices. 
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In Figure III-9 is shown the plot for such step 
voltage versus step current for the 1N461 device. This 
data may be fit to the expression of Equation (III-9) by 
a linear least square fit to obtain starting values for 
~ and I 0 b. 
The next step in the procedure is to fit measured 
forward current versus forward voltage in the low current 
region to Equation (III-1) and obtain values for I and ~­
s 
Finally the data in the high current region is used to 
find values forK and I 0 h. For the case where I is 




Since this is linear in the basis vectors 1 and ln(I), 
a linear least square fit may be used to obtain the 
constants. At this point all six parameters of the forward 
d-e expression have starting values. The next procedure is 
to optimize the value of these parameters by minimizing the 
least squre error between the calculated voltage given by 
Equation {III-10) and the observed voltages. All para-
meters except ~ are optimized by this procedure of non-
linear optimization. 
In the reverse region, d-e measurements are required 
from almost zero reverse bias to the breakdown region. It 
is assumed that the reverse region below the breakdown 
region can be modeled by Equation {III-12) which can be 
written as 
Test Diode 555 Scope 
Step current 
v 
0 Tr1 qger 
Figure III-8 Step Voltage Measurement Circuit 
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This permits a linear least square process to 
determine values for I and B. The expression for the 
sr 
breakdown region can be expressed in the form 
(III-22) 
T This expression is linear in the basis vectors 1 and 
ln VR and a linear least square fit can be used on the 
points in the breakdown region to obtain Nr and Vbd" Non-
linear optimization similar to that used for the forward 
region is then used to obtain better values via error 
minimization over the entire reverse region. 
The transition capacitance parameters can be obtained 
by fitting Equation (III-15) to measured junction capaci-
tance values. This is done in two stages as before. 
Rewriting Equation (III-15), one obtains 
(I~I-23) 
First the value of Vz is estimated to be 0.5 volts and a 
linear least square fit is made to obtain values for R and 
N. Next, the points representing low reverse bias are 
fit using a non-linear fit to obtain values for Vz' R, and 
N. Finally, v is held fixed and the entire capacitance 
z 
data set is used to minimize the error and obtain refined 
values for R and N. Because of the small error obtained 
when the data is expressed in farads, the data is expressed 
in picofarads. 
Determining the constants for the diffusion capaci-
tance Equation (III-16) is the only relatively difficult 
part of the procedure. There are two general ways this 
problem may be approached. First of all, one may simply 
make capacitance measurements in the forward region of the 
device and use this information to find the difference 
between capacitance predicted by Equation (III-15) and that 
measured, and then use this as a basis for finding the Kc 
term (or K and additional terms of F(I)) in Equation (III-
c 
16). Alternatively, one may use the method of directly 
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determining the carrier lifetime, or use the method of Kuno4 ~ 
The method of Kuno argues that the storage time for 
a diode (the time the junction remains forward biased after 
switching from forward conduction to reverse bias) is 
primarily due to stored charge and less due to the junction 
capacitance. It predicts, therefore, a correspondence 
between the ratio of forward to reverse current and the 
storage time. His relationship is 
Assuming that TR and TF are constants, then a plot of 
storage time ts versus ln[l + (IF/IR)] should be a straight 
line. From this plot a value for TF can easily be obtained. 
As mentioned in Chapter II, this is the method used by 
Texas Instruments in their Ebers-Moll reduction program. 
Equation (III-16), however, is constructed on the 
basis of a simple constant Kc. The relationship between Kc 
and TF goes as follows: TF is defined as the effective 
carrier lifetime and for a give~ junction current I, the 
charge stored in the junction Q = ITF. The diffusion 
capacitance, however, is defined as the derivative of 
stored charge with respect to junction voltage. 
or 
Thus we have 
Cd = dQ/dVj = TF(di/dVj) = 
= TF~(I +Is) 
TFI ¢ exp(¢V.) 
s J 
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K = T ¢ 
c F (III-24) 
For the case of wide base diodes, the carrier lifetime 
should approximate TF. 
To compare the various methods of obtaining K , a 
c 
program was written to read in forward capacitance data 
T p 
along with the constants I , ¢, and the transition capaci-
s 
tance constants R and N. In addition, it reads storage 
time as a function of forward to reverse current ratio and 
computes K by both methods discussed. A detailed 
c 
discussion of this and other results will be discussed in 
the next section. 
Evaluation and Criticism of the Model 
Using the methods outlined in the last section, data 
for five diodes of different types were characterized to 
test and evaluate the model. In some cases the maximum 
current limitations of the test equipment used prevented 
complete characterization of all devices, but the usefulness 
of the diode model has been adequately verified. The 
















Silicon general purpose. 
Ultra fast switching type. 
Molded case power 
rectifier. 
Medium current diffused 
junction. 
1N971B Texas Ins. 400 mw voltage regulator. 
Table III-1. Diodes Tested for Modeling 
In general, the devices were measured at -40°C, 25°C, 
and 125°C. In some cases, the devices were destroyed in 
measurement so data for all devices does not exist at all 
temperatures. 
Forward region model 
In Table III-2 are the results of fitting the forward 
region model to the Ebers-Moll model using both the TI and 
BDM fit methods as described in Chapter II. In Table III-3 
are the new model results, and in Table III-4 the average 
errors are presented between predicted and observed data. 
Several comments are in order. 
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It is noted first of all that the I and ¢ parameters 
s 
for the new model are about the same as for the Ebers-Moll 
when the TI fitting method is used. This is expected 
since in both cases the low current data is being used to 
determine the parameters. In the BDM fitting method, as 
pointed out before, the entire forward region is used and 
I and ¢ become rather fictitious. 
s 
In all cases, regardless of which fitting method is 
used, the ~ parameter comes out much smaller (more than 
two orders of magnitude in some cases) for the Ebers-Moll 
model as opposed to the new model. This is expected since 
the Ebers-Moll model does not take conductivity modulation 
into account and uses ~ to model high current effects. 
The BDM fitting method for the Ebers-Moll model seems 
1n some cases to give a better fit whereas in other cases 
the TI fit is better. It would be recommended that anyone 
attempting to fit data to this model should use both 
fitting methods and compare the results. 
Finally, it is seen that in all cases except for one, 
the new model gives a closer fit. This, of course, would 
be expected since the new model is more complex and is more 
attuned to the physics of device behavior. In the case of 
the two short lifetime computer diodes (the 1N251 and 
FD777), however, the improvement is not overly dramatic and 
for the FD777 the Ebers-Moll model gives a better fit. 
Apparently for this class of device the assumption of 









































































New Model Parameters 
~ ¢ I 1ob K s 
23.0 24.716 2.837 X 10-l2 1.000 X 10 -3 .2577 
50.0 19.579 2.148 X 10 -9 1.000 X 10 -3 .2126 
175.0 17.498 1.106 X 10 -6 1.369 X 10 -3 .3965 
14.2 32.632 2.954 X 10-14 3.446 X 10 -3 .5302 
32.159 30.340 1.372 X 10-10 4.345 X 10 -3 .1647 
insufficient high current data for fit. 
23.0 25.614 1.275 X 10-12 1.000 X 10 -3 .2176 
50.0 21.180 8.343 X 10-10 1.000 X 10 -3 .2683 
high temperature data not taken. 
46.7 29.809 8.116 X 10-13 7.962 X 10 -4 .0733 
insufficient high current data for fit. 
insufficient high current data for fit. 
12.5 28.783 1.303 X 10-l2 2.534 X 10 -3 .1968 
28.196 26.064 1.260 X 10 -9 2.534 X 10 -3 1.761 
98.5 26.133 9 .17 5 X 10 -7 1.636 X 10 -7 .9604 
7.62 23.179 6.989 X 10-l5 1.050 X 10 -3 .1450 
data not taken. 
data not taken. 

















Average and Maximum Errors 
Ebers-Mo11 Ebers-Mo11 
Device Type {TI Fit) (BDM Fit) New Model 
1N251 -40 19.3 
25 34.5 18.2 17.7 
125 11.0 
1N461 -40 18.6 
25 67.3 32.8 19.9 
125 insufficient data 
1N777 -40 14.3 
(FD777) 25 3.8 4.18 8.8 
125 data not taken 
1N400 4 -40 21.8 
25 34.5 11.9 not run 
125 insufficient data 
1N540 -40 23.2 
25 21.2 27.0 15.3 
125 15.1 
1N971B -40 22.5 
25 data not taken 
125 data not taken 
Table III-4. Average Error from Models 
current injection model. It should be noted, however, that 
for these two devices it was not possible to obtain step 
current measurements to determine ~ and the value was 
guessed to be 50 ohms. In all probability this value is 
too high and a lower value would no doubt improve the fit 
considerably. It should also be pointed out that if the 
intended application of the model does not require an 
accurate prediction of base resistance and only gross d-e 
and transient behavior is needed the additional accuracy 
of the new model may not be worth the additional computer 
time. 
To summarize the forward region model, it can be said 
that for diodes where accurate base resistance measurements 
can be made, the new model appears to cut the average 
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error about in half over the Ebers-Moll model with a penalty 
of additional complexity being paid. It also gives much 
improved prediction of base resistance in those applications 
where this is important. 
Reverse region model 
In Table III-5 are the results of fitting the reverse 
region to the Ebers-Moll model using the TI method of 
calculating I . In Table III-6 are the results of fitting 
s 
the data to the new model and in Table III-7 are the 
comparative errors. These results will now be discussed. 
It first of all is noted that the values of Isr' 
while close to Is in some cases, are in other cases an order 
of magnitude different. In those cases where accurate 
reverse region prediction is required, the I parameter 
sr 
should definitely be used. 
Since the Automatic Data Acquisition System only 
goes up to 100 volts reverse bias, those devices where the 
breakdown is beyond that point have no values for Vbd and 
Nr. In addition, the values of current obtained at -40°C 
are very noisy and while the model parameters were pre-
sented for reference purposes, the model error is not 
presented since the primary source of error is in the data 
rather than the model. For 25°C and 125°C the errors are 
shown. 
It can be seen that the Ebers-Moll model is quite 
bad in the reverse region. It does not, of course, predict 
breakdown, and in order to compare results, the new model 
error is for the region up to, but not including, break-
down. In no case does the Ebers-Moll error even come close 
to the new model and in most cases the improvement is close 
to an order of magnitude. It should be emphasized that 
the new model breakdown term gives a good account of the 
general shape of the breakdown region, but does not provide 
close prediction in the breakdown region. The reason is 
that the breakdown region is very abrupt and a voltage 
difference of a few millivolts can appreciably change the 
current. To better demonstrate the capabilities of the 
model in the breakdown region, the reverse characteristic 
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Device Type Ebers-Moll New Model Parameters 
R I B vbd N c sr r 
1N251 -40 9.69E-12 .781 not determined 
25 l.llElO 2.81E-09 .199 not determined 
125 1.83E-06 .186 not determined 
1N461 -40 data not daken 
25 3.46El0 5.71E-10 .284 not determined 
125 9.19E-07 .114 not determined 
1N777 -40 3.23E-12 .533 30.005 .135 
(FD777) 25 2.56E08 5. 22E-10 .448 30.404 . 10 8 
125 4.14E-07 .077 30.011 . 30 8 
1N4004 -40 9.36E-12 .052 not determined 
25 5.04E09 5.71E-09 .224 not determined 
125 
1N540 -40 2.68E-ll .451 not determined 
25 1.12E09 1.40E-08 .344 not determined 
125 4.77E-06 .257 not determined 
1N971B -40 2.08E-12 -.437 25.002 .480 
25 8.24El0 2.27E-ll .117 27.002 .212 
125 3.60E-08 .264 28.605 2.905 
Table III-5. Reverse Region Diode Parameters 
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Device Type Ebers-Moll Error New Model Error 
1N251 25 14.5 4.4 
125 2.7 
1N461 25 48.1 2.7 
125 2.8 
1N777 25 152.7 34.0 
(FD777) 125 4.3 
1N4004 25 62.1 2.4 
125 data not taken 
1N540 25 64.1 6.4 
125 7.1 
1N971B 25 31.0 11.2 
125 3.8 
Table III-6. Reverse Region Error 
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for the 1N971B is presented in Figure III-10 with the 
measured data being the * and the calculated points in-
between plotted with a 1. 
Transition capacitance model 
The expression used for transition capacitance 
is unchanged from the Ebers-Moll model. The results 
of fitting this expression to measured data is shown 
in Table III-7. 
Little needs to be said concerning these results. 
It has been the experience of many investigators that 
the transition capacitance expression is an excellent 
model. All average percent errors are around 1 per 
cent or less and no difficulties were encountered. It 
might be added that the expression does, of course, 
give a pole of infinite capacitance when the junction 
voltage is equal to V . This is not correct as the 
z 
device acts as a stored charge device in the forward 
region. It has been common practice to either make 
the v parameter larger than called for in the fitting 
z 
process (make it, for example, 1 volt} or limit the 
capacitance to some maximum value. This area deserves 
additional investigation and will be discussed to some 
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Device type R N v Error 
z 
1N251 25 6.717E-13 .02406 .772 .551 
80 8.073E-13 .05506 .365 .616 
1N461 25 2.78E-ll .3805 .473 2.32 
80 2.954E-ll .39587 .412 1.39 
1N777 25 8.72E-13 .073 .478 .784 
(FD777) 80 9.63E-13 .0575 .496 . 40 3 
1N4004 25 3 .618E-ll .400 .525 .296 
80 2. OlE-11 .3912 .294 1.31 
1N540 25 3.618E-ll .400 .525 .296 
80 3.67E-ll .388 .454 .247 
1N971B 25 data not taken 
77 3.49E-10 .332 .419 .10 2 
Table III-7. Transition Capacitances and Errors 
Storage and lifetime results 
It is generally conceded .. that when all factors 
are taken into account, that lifetimes can be 
measured to within a precision of about 20 per cent. 
For the diodes tested, the lifetime was determined 
directly, using the method outlined in the Tektronix 
Type S instruction manua146 , and compared against 
Kuno's method. The differences run in the order of 
20 per cent, although it must be emphasized that 
Kuno's time is an effective lifetime based on neglect-
ing the capacitive effects in the forward region. For 
modeling, Kuno's number would normally yield the best 
prediction of storage time. 
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Summary of Diode Model 
It has been demonstrated that the new diode 
model removes some of the deficiencies of the Ebers-
Moll and charge control models. Its prediction of 
base resistance is much improved, its overall forward 
region is about twice as good as the Ebers-Moll, 
although, some devices seem better modeled using the 
Ebers-Moll approach. The reverse region is better by 
almost an order of magnitude and predicts the break-
down voltage, although the behavior in the breakdown 
region is quite a bit in error. The transition capaci-
ance expression is unchanged and the diffusion 
capacitance can be modified by the addition of an arbitrary 
function, if desired. The results of lifetime measurements 
by both direct measurements and Kuno's method show agree-
ment within about 20 per cent. The model seems applicable 
to a wide range of devices. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TRANSISTOR MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The problem of modeling the junction transistor is 
somewhat more difficult than modeling the diode. The two 
main differences are the effect of base current on the 
terminal voltages and the fact of current transport across 
the base region. The approach used by Ebers and Mo11 30 has 
been expanded and improved in several areas to provide 
better high current prediction, better prediction of 
current gain, and better prediction of the junction reverse 
region behavior. 
Junction Voltage Drop 
When the transistor is in its normal region of 
operation, the base-emitter junction is forward biased and 
the base-collector junction is reverse biased. Minority 
carriers from the emitter pass through the base region into 
the collector region giving rise to collector current. Due 
to base majority carriers and minority carriers which 
recombine in the base there is an additional current com-
ponent from the base electrode so that the collector current 
is always slightly less than the emitter current. The 
ratio of I the collector current, to I , the emitter 
c' e 
current, is termed a. To illustrate this, the current 
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pattern for a typical planar device is shown pictorially 
in Figure IV-1. It is seen that the voltage drop from base 
to emitter Vbe is a function of the normal minority current 
as well as the transverse base current Ib. 




Figure IV-1. Pictorial Structure of Planar Transistor 
Most of the existing transistor models such as the 
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one of Ebers and Mo1131 , Beaufoy and Sparks32 , and Linvill36 , 
have considered the junction to operate in conjunction with 
a base spreading resistance such as shown in Figure II-6. 
At low currents the value of this resistance might be in 
the order of hundreds of ohms. It can be seen that for 
base currents of even 100 rna., a base resistance of 100 ohms 
would predict a base-emitter drop of 10 volts plus the drop 
across the junction. This is entirely inconsistant with 
observed values which might typically be 1.5 volts. For 
base currents of several hundred rna., the situation becomes 
even more ridiculous. To be perfectly correct, then, one 
would have to include a conductivity modulated base 
resistance along with another resistance in the stream of 
the minority current. 
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Realizing that an engineering model for the transistor 
will necessarily require some compromise of actual physical 
conditions in the interest of simplicity, the problem to 
be addressed is what compromise will best represent the 
device on the one hand, while being fairly easy to obtain 
and use on the other. To this end two modeling approaches 
will be considered. The first will assume that since 
emitter current and base current always occur together (in 
most modes of operation), it is sufficient to make the base-
emitter drop only a function of one or the other. Since 
emitter current is normally much greater than base current, 
it will be conjectured that the base-emitter drop can be 
made entirely a function of emitter current. This allows 
the diode model developed in Chapter III to be carried over 
directly to the task of modeling emitter current as a 
function of base-emitter voltage, and, for the case of 
inverted operation, the collector current a function of 
base-collector voltage. The second approach will take the 
conductivity modulated resistance term from the diode model 
and place this in the base circuit making it a function of 
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base current, and place the high current injection term 
in series with the junction making it a function of emitter 
current. These approaches will now be discussed separately. 
Emitter Current Model 
The equivalent circuit for the emitter current model 
is shown in Figure IV-2. It removes the base current 
entirely from base-emitter drop and makes it entirely a 
function of emitter current. While not physically correct, 
it does allow for good prediction of the base-emitter drop 
as a function of emitter current for the medium and high 
current range. Note that it follows exactly the concept of 
the diode model only it adds the two additional current 
















Figure IV-2. Transistor Model Equivalent Circuit 
Base-Emitter Current Model 
In the second approach, the conductivity modulated 
resistance of the diode model is placed in the base circuit 
rather t.han the emitter. The reasoning here is that in the 
base region the effective length of the current path for 
the base current is much longer and the area smaller than 
for the emitter current and hence provides a higher resis-
tance. On the other hand, the high current injection 
voltage drop term (Vd) is more logically a function of the 
emitter current. The equivalent circuit which reflects 
this philosophy is shown in Figure IV-3. The acquisition 
of both models is quite similar, however, this model has 
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the advantage that at low currents it approaches the Ebers-
Moll model. Both models give the same terminal performance, 
however the model in Figure IV-4 assumes that the base 
resistance characteristic for both normal and inverted 
operation is the same whereas the model of Figure IV-3 















Base-Emitter Current Model 
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Current Gain Modeling 
A critical factor in obtaining a good prediction of 
transistor effects lies in modeling the current gain 
parameters. In the original work of Ebers and Moll, this 
parameter was considered to be a constant and several 
models now in use employ a constant gain characteristic. 
However, because of varying emitter efficiency, the gain 
profile in actual devices is far from being a constant, and, 
assuming this causes a great deal of inaccuracy. Several 
approaches to this problem have been investigated in the 
past. One of the earliest and simplest is the Net-1 
approach of using a polynomial. The procedure is to express 
the ratio of collector current to base current parameter 
as a third order polynomial. The ratio of collector current 
to emitter current a is related to ~by the expressions, 
a = ~/(S + 1) 
S = a/(a - 1) 
(IV-1) 
(IV-2) 
This approach has two serious disadvantages. First is 
the fact that the polynomial will normally yield negative 
values when the emitter current (or base-emitter voltage) 
is either high or low. This effect can be corrected by 
specifying a minimum value for ~' but the model will then 
have a discontinuous first derivative at points of minimum 
S. A second disadvantage to using a polynomial is that 
the local error can be quite high at certain values since a 
polynomial in no way describes the physics of the situation. 
Obviously, higher and higher order polynomials will give 
better fits and less error. 
The subject of emitter efficiency has been discussed 
several places in the literature. Goben15 , Grove45, and 
Ph;ll;ps43 h ~ ~ are t ree good examples. Figure IV-4 shows the 
current gain S as a function of emitter current for the 
2Nl613 device. There are three principal regions of 
interest: the low current region I, the medium current 
region II, and the high current region III. The low and 
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medium current regions are governed by a relatively constant 
recombination rate and low base doping level (compared with 
the emitter) so that most all emitter current is due to 
carriers passing from emitter to base. Since the recombina-
tion rate is relatively constant, increasing current causes 
less and less percent recombination and, hence, greater 
emitter efficiency. The gain S then lncreases until it 
reaches a maximum which depends on relative base to emitter 
doping. When the number of injected carriers becomes 
approximately equal to the doping level of the base, however, 
the efficiency again drops and gain goes down rapidly. 
Although several expressions could be used for modeling 
this particular effect, the one selected appears to give a 
good prediction while insuring at the same time that the 
predicted gain can never go negative. Since the current 
always appears in the expression as a squared quantity, 
there is no problem when the device junction goes from 
positive to negative bias. In those cases where the junction 
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is reverse biased, the gain predicted is a small constant. 
This is not actually true, but is close enough for 
practically all engineering applications. The expression 
is of the form 
K 
S = K1 [1 + (I/I 1 ) 2 ] 2; 
K 
{[1 + {I/I2 ) 2 J 2 [1 + (IV-3) 
For the base-emitter junction (normal operation) each 
parameter is subscripted n and for inverted operation each 
parameter is subscripted i. 
Complete Model Description 
The complete emitter current model of the transistor 
is shown in Figure IV-2. It is necessary to have values 
for V. and v. to begin. The defining equations for the 
Je JC 
model are as follows: 
> 0 Il = Isn[exp{cj>nVje) - 1] for v. = Je 
B 
= -I IV I n [exp ( <)> V. ) - 1] [ 1/ srn je n Je 
N for v. < 0 (IV-4) (1 - (-V. /Vbd ) rn] Je n Je 
> 0 
I2 = Isr[exp{cj>rVjc) - 1] for v. = JC 
B. 
= -I . IV. I 1 [ exp { <)> • V . ) - 1] [1/ sr1. JC l. JC 
(1 - {-V. /Vbd.) Nri] for v. < 0 { IV-5) JC l. JC 
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(IV-6) 
{[1 + (I2/I2i)2]K2i[l + (I2/I3i)2]K3i} (IV-7) 
Cl. = Sn/(Sn + 1) n (IV- 8) 
a.. = S./(S. + 1) l l l (IV-9) 
I = a.nil I2 c (IV-10) 
I = Il a.ii2 e ( IV-11) 
vde = K ln[l + (Ie/Iohn) 2 ] n (IV-12) 
v = K. ln[l + 2 (I /I h. ) ] de l c 0 l (IV-13) 
R = ~n/ [1 + (I Ie I/Iobn)] e (IV-14) 
R = Rbi/[1 + (I I I /I b. ) ] c c 0 l (IV-15) 
N 
C = R I [V - V. ] n + K I 
e n zn Je en e (IV-16) 
N. 
C = R./[V . - V. ] 1 + K .I C 1 Z1 JC Cl C (IV-17) 
The description of the base-emitter current model of 
Figure IV-3 is almost the same as for the model of Figure 
IV-2. Equations (IV-4) through (IV-13) hold exactly the 




Then Equations (IV-16) and (IV-17) follow as before. 
that the base-emitter model has two less constants to 
define it. 
Note 
The procedure for using the model is similar to the 
one used for the diode. It should fit into any state 
variable oriented non-linear analysis program and 
Mr. Malmberg of Braddock, Dunn, and McDonald, Inc., has 
indicated that it would fit into the Net-2 program now 
being written24 . 
Obtaining the Model 
The general procedure for obtaining either transistor 
model is very similar to the diode procedure. The data 
required for the model are the following: 
1. The emitter and collector currents over a 
range from very low emitter-base voltage to a point 
well into the high current range. The collector-base 
junction should be either at zero volts or be slightly 
reverse biased. 
2. The same data as in 1 only with the transistor 
operating inverted {emitter acting as collector and 
collector acting as emitter). 
3. The reverse characteristic for the emitter-
base and the collector base junction, considering the 
junction just like it was a diode. As for the diode, 
this data should extend from small reverse bias all 
the way to breakdown. The other electrode is not 
connected. 
4. The ~V versus ~I characteristic (step· 
changes in voltage for step current change) with the 
other electrode not connected. 
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5. Transition capacitance data for each junction. 
6. Storage time measurements for each junction. 
The measured emitter and collector currents for each 
junction are first processed to obtain values of emitter 
current and a. This produces the type of curves as shown 
in Figure IV-4 and IV-5. This data is then fit respectively 
to the Equations (IV-6) or (IV-7) and the Equation (IV-4) 
or Equation (IV-5). The starting values for Equations (IV-4) 
and (IV-5) are obtained as for the diode and optimized by 
non-linear curve fitting. The starting values for (IV-6) 
and (IV-7) are provided by the user from a curve such as 
shown in Figure IV-3. The capacitance Equations (IV-16) and 
(IV-17) are fit using the same program as for the diode. 
The reverse region model is also the same as for the diode 
and is fit using the diode reverse region program. 
The data to be presented in the next section is for 
the emitter current model. To convert the data for the 
emitter current model to the base-emitter model, one 
assumes that the base resistance and the I 0 b parameter are 
subject only to base current. Since the base current is 
approximately the emitter current Ie/S, the conversion to 
the parameters of Equation (IV-19) are as follows: 
1.77E-Ol l 
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~bo = ~n 13 (IV-20) 
I - I / 0 ob - obn ..., (IV-21) 
The value of 13 selected should be that value for an emitter 
current equal to I b . 
o n 
Evaluation of the Transistor Model 
To determine the applicability of the model to a wide 
range of devices, a test and evaluation program was under-
taken. Four devices, as shown in Table IV-1, were tested 







Fairchild low level amplifier type. NPN 
bulk silicon planar. 
Fairchild general purpose amplifier and 
switching type, NPN bulk silicon planar. 
Fairchild medium power NPN silicon planar 
epitaxial. 
Texas Instruments high power silicon NPN 
mesa. 
Table IV-1. Transistor Device Descriptions 
The devices were tested at 25°C and data was obtained 
for all devices except for transition capacitances on the 
2Nl724. The results of this data evaluation of the model 
follow. 
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Forward region junction model 
In Table IV-2 are the results of fitting measured 
forward data for each transistor using the program described 
in Appendix H. The general curve fitting procedure is 
similar to that used for the diodes and will not be further 
expounded. These results show the average error to be 
about 15 per cent which was the same general range as for 
the diodes. The data was not fit to the Ebers-Moll model 
since a large number of devices have already been evaluated 
by Texas Instruments and their results described in 
references 41, 47, and 48 provide an adequate basis for 
comparison. This study has been discussed somewhat in 
earlier chapters and was managed by Mr. Walston of TI. In 
the low current regions both the new model and the Ebers-
Moll model yield approximately the same per cent errors, 
since, as has been pointed out before, the new model 
approaches the Ebers-Moll model in the low current limit. 
In the higher current regions, however, the constant resis-
tance used by the Ebers-Moll model begins to precipitate 
higher errors and the new model begins to show its merit 
here more than in the low regions. Looking at several 
devices modeled by TI, the error in the high current region 
averages about 6.1 per cent. The new model, by comparison, 
averages 0.9 per cent for all the devices in the high 
current region. The transition region between low and high 
current regions seems to precipitate the most error in both 
cases. 
Fwd. Para. 
Device type ~ ~ Is 1ob K 
2N3117 EB 16.84 39.726 3.254E-14 6.369E-3 .0558 
2N3117 CB 10.596 33.460 4.705E-13 1.634E-2 .08306 
2N1613 50. 38.755 6.538E-14 3.914E-4 .1253 
2N1613 CB 10. 38.649 6.554E-14 1. E-3 .3008 
2N2297 EB 4.66 37.985 6.814E-13 1.184E-2 .0803 
2N2297 CB 4.229 36.286 2.308E-13 1.306E-2 .2677 
2N1724 EB 7. 910 39.125 4.541E-12 2.519E-3 .2758 
2Nl724 CB 4.0 33.059 7.639E-11 1. E-3 .0549 























Since the new model makes the base resistance a 
function of device current, there is a reasonable prediction 
of the step voltage versus step current change. The Ebers-
Moll model has no capability for accurately predicting 
this effect. 
Reverse region 
The parameters for the reverse region along with the 
errors between observed and calculated data are displayed 
in Table IV-3. The errors shown are for the entire region 
up to, but not including, breakdown. By comparison, the 
results from TI show an average error figure of 24.7 per 
cent. This is again about what was seen on the diodes 
discussed in Chapter III. It should be remembered, however, 
that the TI data included the region appreciably below 
breakdown and the new model goes into breakdown. Hence, a 
close comparison is not possible. It is further noted that 
the new model average error in the range considered by the 
It is TI study is about half that shown in Table IV-3. 
therefore felt that the new model is a more accurate 
predictor of the reverse region. 
Current gain model 
In Table IV-4 are presented the results of running the 
new model hFE or s parameters. An average error of 10 to 
20 per cent is seen to result. As mentioned before, the 
Rev. Para. 
Device type 1sR B VBD Error 
Ave. % 
2N3117 EB 2.867E-12 .17 89 11.398 .4198 11.2 
2N3117 CB 7.368E-12 .4003 -- -- 15.1 
2Nl613 EB 3.907E-12 .2555 10.198 .1655 21.4 
2N1613 CB 2.213E-ll .4051 -- -- 12.4 
2N2297 EB 4.207E-12 .1005 9.648 .2097 16.6 
2N2297 CB 1.973E-11 .5381 -- -- 12.6 
2Nl724 EB 3.386E-11 1.330 12.297 .4176 13.9 
2Nl724 CB 9.995E-09 .7337 -- -- 70.9 
Note: Breakdown voltages are not shown for collector-base regions 
since the value of breakdown was beyond the range of the 
el:iuirment used. 
Table IV-3. Reverse Region Results (X) 
.._j 
HFE Para. 
Device type K1 K2 K3 I1 I2 
2N3117 EB 84.581 .07652 2.615 3.545E-9 2.705E-3 
2N3117 CB .57411 .o 1.1414 1.172E-8 1.908E-5 
2Nl613 EB 3.577 .10867 1.211 1.003E-9 5.751E-4 
2Nl613 CB 4.290 .1063 1.6866 6.026E-9 1.706E-2 
2N2297 EB 1.628 .1436 .12319 5.421E-9 2.204E-3 
2N2297 CB .42411 .1069 .3896 1.137E-8 3.326E-3 
2Nl724 EB 10.171 .0800 2.594 6.605E-8 3.499E-2 
2Nl724 CB Algorithm did not converge. 




















Transition Capacitance Parameters 
Device type R XN vz Error 
Ave. % 
2N3117 EB 77°C 3.493E-12 .3654 .5269 .678 
2N3117 CB 77°C 3.832E-12 .3489 .4335 1. 396 
2N3117 EB 25°C 3.731E-12 .3076 .5330 .608 
2N3117 CB 25°C 3.889E:-12 . 2861 .3930 1.142 
2Nl613 EB 77°C 4.574E-ll .4296 .5678 1. 473 
2Nl613 CB 77°C 3.450E-ll .6694 . 6161 14.2 
2Nl613 EB 25°C 5.316E-ll .3184 .5740 . 6 83 
2Nl613 CB 25°C 3.303E-ll .6405 .6666 26.84 
2N2297 EB 25°C 7.433E-12 1. 428 .7117 9.75 
2N2297 CB 25°C 5.922E-ll .3382 .5762 .78 
2N1724 Device destroyed in testing. 
Table IV-5. Transition Capacitance Results 
co 
\,0 
new model function does not go negative, but approaches a 
constant at low currents and approaches zero at high 
currents. It is not felt that an adequate basis for 
comparison exists between the Ebers-Moll and the new model 
in this case and will not be attempted. It should be 
noted that the greatest local error occurs at the point 
where the device enters the high current region. It is 
suggested that if more attention to the model were given 
there, one would probably be able to appreciably reduce 
the error. 
Transition capacitance model 
The results of fitting the transition capacitance 
expression to measured data is shown in Table IV-5. As 
in the case of the diodes, the expression gives a good fit 
and shows errors in the order of one per cent with the 
exception of the 2Nl613. 
occurred in testing. 
Here it is felt that the errors 
Lifetime and storage time results 
The lifetime and storage time result data is shown 
in Table IV-6. It is seen that the differences between the 
"effective" lifetime of Kuno versus a direct lifetime 
measurement is in the order of 20 to 30 per cent. 
90 
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Device type Tf {Kuno's Method) T (measured direct) 
2N3117 EB 1.194 .951 
2N3117 CB 1.339 .957 
2Nl613 EB .354 .214 
2Nl613 CB .503 .311 
2N2297 EB 1.716 .513 
2N2297 CB 1.794 .558 
2Nl724 EB 9.053 7.517 
2Nl724 CB 14.44 12.817 
All times in microseconds. 
Table IV-6. Lifetime Results for Transistors 
Summary of the Transistor Model 
While the number of devices measured does not provide 
a statistically significant evaluation of the model, it is 
felt that those results indicate good improvement in 
several areas. The model provides improved prediction in 
the medium and high current regions, and should provide 
improved d.c. and transient circuit prediction. The 
improved gain and reverse region formulation allows this 
model to be used in several circuit applications where the 
Ebers-Moll and charge control models would not be suitable. 




SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
This project has demonstrated that considerable 
improvement over the Ebers-Moll model can be realized by 
improving the forward and reverse region d-e models for 
diodes and transistors. This chapter will offer what the 
author feels to be several worthwhile, logical extensions 
of this work. 
Thermally Compensated Diode and Transistor 
D-C Models 
No existing computer-aided circuit analysis programs, 
to the author's knowledge, offer the capability of a 
solution for the junction temperatures of the devices in a 
circuit. Most of the parameters defined for the new 
diode and transistor models have a direct relationship 
with temperature and could be expressed as functions of 
junction temperature. This extension would result in a 
model which would be applicable over a large range of 
temperatures. Having achieved the description of model 
parameters as a function of junction temperature, a program 
to solve the d-e problem for steady state junction temper-
atures could then be written. It would work on the basis 
of first assuming a junction temperature, solving the d-e 
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problem, and then using the power generated within the 
device to further refine the estimate of junction temper-
ature. The solution could then be repeated until a stable 
temperature was obtained, provided, of course, that one 
exists. 
Improved Model for A-C Analysis 
In the course of the subject investigation, there 
were some references made to a-c models, but there was no 
exhaustive attempt to formulate an a-c model. With the 
advent of Net-2 and other similar programs, a good general 
a-c model will soon become a necessity. The author would 
propose that the new diode and transistor model developed 
in this report be used as a basis for an a-c model. The 
investigation would (or could) go along the following 
lines: 
1. Revision of the program in Appendix D to 
accommodate the new transistor model. 
2. A thorough investigation of the new model to 
determine its exact a-c potentialities. This effort 
would probably show that a better prediction was 
needed for h and h Better modeling of the 
re oe 
transistor reverse regions would probably 
result in improved predictions. 
3. consider the cap'aci tance across the junction 
to be a distributed parameter and determine the 
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improvement, if any, in the prediction of the small 
signal y parameters. 
This investigation would entail making several small 
signal measurements on transistors of either the y or s 
parameters, depending on frequency. Many of the programs 
and data from this work could be used to form the basis for 
this investigation. 
Investigation of Storage Time and 
Kuno's Method 
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To the author's knowledge, no one has yet made a 
thorough computer investigation of the ability of the Ebers-
Moll or other models to predict the results of storage time 
measurements. This investigation could provide a great 
deal of insight into the behavior of the junction capaci-
tance in the forward biased region and would, no doubt, 
improve all existing models in this area. Storage time and 
capacitance measurements are relatively easy to make using 
the UMR equipment described in Appendices A through C and 
would entail writing a state variable formulation for the 
diode in the test situation. Alternatively, the CIRCUS or 
Net codes could be used if available. 
Investigation of the New Model 
Parameters Under Radiation 
Since all the programs for data reduction for the new 
model exist, it would be a relatively straightforward task 
to take a number of devices and determine their new model 
parameters both before and after neutron irradiation. 
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DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND 
DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 
The current and voltage measurements described in this 
work were made on the Automatic Data Acquisition SystemAl 
at the Materials Research Center at the University of 
Missouri -- Rolla. It is capable of current and voltage 
measurement with an overall accuracy of ±1% of the reading 
and a repeatability of ±0.3% in the range of 10-lO amperes 
to 0.2 amperes. A complete block diagram of the system is 
shown in Figure A-1 and in addition is shown the facilities 
needed to process the V/I characteristics. Figure A-2 
shows the system and Figure A-3 shows a typical device 
holder. 
System Description 
A2 A3 . 
The system consists of a control center ' wh1ch 
controls the programming, measurement and recording of data. 
In operation, the control center causes a John Fluke 383B 
Voltage-Current calibrator to apply a voltage Vbe to the 
device in the sample holder contained within a Delta Design 
MK2310 Temperature Control Chamber. If a collector-base 
bias is used, it is provided by a Harrison Labs 865C Power 
A2,A3 
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Figure A-1. Block diagram of ~he Automatic Data Acquisition System. 
>" 
!\..) 
,...._ ,_2 Photograph of Initiation of the System for a Typical Data Run 
>' w 
A4 
Figure A-3. Photograph sample holder in its mounting, 
the heat sink standing behind the devices. 
AS 
whose output is amplified 1000 times by a Sanborn Type 860-
4300 amplifier and measured with a Dymec 2401C-M31 Digital 
Voltmeter. Another similar voltmeter measures the emitter-
base voltage. The voltmeter readings, along with the current 
sampling resistor identification number, are recorded in 
digital form by the Autoranging Current SamplerA2 ,A3 . This 
information is punched out on paper tape and typed on paper 
by a Freiden Model SFD Flexowriter. The measurement circuit 
is shown in Figure A-4 and A-5. 
For either base or collector current measurement, a 
sampling resistor is selected automatically. The sampling 
circuit is shown in Figure A-6. When the test is initiated, 
the sampling circuitry automatically ranges upward among 
the different sampling resistances available until one is 
found that provides a voltage drop greater than a threshold 
value. In this way a useable voltage is generated for 
recording over a wide range of currents. The system has 
several programming capabilities not used by the author. A 
description of these can be found in the references cited. 
Once the data is recorded on paper tape, it is 
processed by a tape to card conversion and a program 
designed to determine the currents and plot the data. The 
data is additionally repunched on cards so that one data 
point per card is obtained. This allows for sifting of data 
and removal of bad data points. The latter usually are the 
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Two such data reduction programs were used: one to 
process diode data and another to process transistor data. 
The transistor program, in addition to computing the 
currents from the voltage measurements and resistor values, 
also computed current gain and base current from the values 
of collector and emitter current. 
Diode Data Reduction Program 
The program for diode data reduction requires three 
pieces of information as follows: 
Number of data points in IS format 
Description of information in 20A4 format 
" " I \ t~. 
The data from the system as placed on punch cards. 
The program listing follows on the next two pages. The 
printer-plot package is a standard subroutine and is not 
listed here, but can be found in App8ndix I· 
The transistor program is quite similar to the diode 
program and will not be listed since those using similar 
equipment at other installations would, no doubt, have to 
design their own program. The equipment being used would 
dictate the type of program to use. 
-·-~ ----- ~:H ~ t&~2 ~~WM.~~~ c !~ U v9 t M a , x r .LJJlOJ.~~s U.O.c.Lw.s c 1 coJ, Jl.U..O.Ql. 
4 ~~f2.J8~6~STOP 




--------~J~=~K~-~3~--:~~~~~-------------------· JF(K.LT.NJGll Tn 3 
NO=l 
t<=N 
3 Rl- !10 .1 O?, I NR (I I 1 VUlr.NVS( f lrXUlJ.JNl SH) ti=.J tl<l 
IF(NO.FC.OIGO Tu 5 
on 1 1 = 1, N 
V ( I I= V ( I Ill 0. **"4VS (I J 
·---+.X IHI...l.l..=.XII I) 11 o. **NJS' I l 
fF!NR-rT .NE.lTr.O TO 10 
IF!XI 1Il.LT.5.1GO TO lC 
r.o Fl 11 
1C R(JJ=RFCTINRIIJI 
X l I I I =X J I I l * 1 • E- C 3/R ( ll 
GO TO 1 
11 X I I I J =X Hr. F I X I I I I I CON I I NUL_ _____________________ _ 
KOX=O 
DO 2 I= l, N 




2 (")I'll I I NU[ 
·--.. -----~n"' ~~--r=T;N---- ·· · 
12 NVS(JJ-=2C 
00 R I= l, N 
XTI Il=AHSIXII Ill 
P V(Il=ABSIV!Ill 
P I~ I N T l (, C , ~i 
PPfNT lC4,NAM 
PUNCH ~(.;6 Pll~;t"HC•C ,N 





IF(K.LT.NJGO TO 34 
·---- -·· --------·-
NO= 1 -------·--------------------~
14 PRINT lG3,1Xl(JJ,VIIJ,I=J,KI 
110 )G KK=J,K 
1 Q PI l~' C H 1 C '5 , X I I I< I< I , V I K K l 
IF I Nil. F 0. 0 I GO TD 3 5 --. 
JfiNTYP.EQ.21CO TO 3o 
CALL PPLitV,XI.'\IVS ,O,I,NI 
r.o rn 4 
17 NTYP=? 
C~ll PPLTIV,XJ,~VS 1l,I,NJ 
r.n Tn 4 -· - · 
IOC fflRMAT(I51 
101 HlRMATl2CA41 
--~ft-18~~-{.r.;.;p,~kcf~g~;...,J:-f~~&.:-f {-f ri-~~F-.;.i~~,..!:-i~c-lJHff-'1~'~F_7!....!..." 0~' ~1 ;.l.!..l.!..l ____________ _ 
104 FOPMt.TI?OA4) 
10~ FnRMATI ?I lPE'l'i. 7) I 
1 G6 HIRMA T I' $$$1'.$ $$ $$$$$$$$$$$') E'NfT ··- ---· - .. ------- --- --
----··------·-
A9 
A l 0 
~y~~~~q~NR~l~\11 
OA Ill P 7. 0 l 77'1f;'ITC .... '>:-:r,...').-:,:-.-,c:rll710r1'QD". 7,aq-.-aHX6"TI-:-,-cyr~~ar.~2r-l7n:qr,,qrt716-=-.-3:r4~,agvano-no;-. ,---------·--·· 
11001:3' <"1354(>(;./ 
RFCT=O. 








IF (X~ l T. 3 oRo n~. lC. G T. 12; 967+T"RETURN--
Dn 1 1 = 1, 8 
IX=lt-1 
IFIVII+li.GT.X)~O TO 3 
------,: -Tt_'-T.t,.JNil+t T-j NirtnJ-fcF-~c..:::...:~.:._:_-~_:_~-"-- ·-··-----·-· ·-------------· 
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APPENDIX B 
JUNCTION CAPACITANCE MEASURING SYSTEM 
The system used for measurement of junction capaci-
tances as a function of applied voltage is built around a 
Micro Instruments Model 1201DS Digital Capacitance Tester. 
The overall system, which is shown in Figure B-1, allows 
for digital output on punch paper tape of the voltage and 
capacitanceB 1 . The digital Capacitance Tester has means 
for effectively placing the capacitor to be tested into a 
bridge controlling an oscillator. The capacitance 
B] 
inserted has the effect of changing the oscillator frequency 
and hence outputting a train of pulses which may be counted 
in a known interval to determine frequency and thus the 
capacitance. A built-in power supply allows for placing a 
voltage of zero to 100 volts across the capacitor under test. 
The output of the Digital Capacitance Tester is 
counted and measured by the Dymec 2401C-M3l Digital Volt-
meters described in Appendix A. The recording of the 
information on the punch paper tape is accomplished exactly 
as for the voltages by use of the Dymec 2504B Coupler and 
the Freiden SFD Flexowriter. 
The handling of data after it is recorded is similar 
as for junction voltages and currents. The procedure is to 
first reduce the paper tape to cards, process the cards to 
B2 
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IC l• h- ~ h2 :\ H 
Ulf;IT..\1. 
ICEC:OICOEH 
start t»rinted ('sparitan"e • volla~e tape 
Figure B-1. Capacitance-voltage measurement system. 
obtain plots of capacitance, and finally punch out one 
data point per card. The program to accomplish this is 
listed for reference purposes on the next two pages. It 
requires a statement of the number of points in the set, 
a key number based on whether the high or low range on 
the Capacitance Tester was used, a title card, and the 
data proper. For calibration purposes, the sockets used 
can have a standard capacitance recorded and this used for 
adjusting the recorded data. 
BJ 
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TFf K,f:T .NJK=N 
PFAO lCl,(VCfii,NVfii,CAPf(I,I=J,KI 
IFIK.lT.NlGO TO 10 
nn 11 J = l,N 
VCfll=I\PSfVCI JJJ!lr.**NVIJI 
C:I\Pf I 1=1\RSICI\P( lll*l.F-14 
INT EC lJCAPIII:CAPfii*lO, 
1 1 CnNT T NUF 
I<=(· 
0("1 17 f =l,N 
J F f CAP f I J. EO. 0 .lGD- Ul.. --12- - -
!l=K+l 
CliP(!< J=f':AP( [J 
17 CO~ITJNIIF 
N-K 
nn 13 T = 1,N 
NTVfTI=?~'~ 
13 CJ\Pfll=f.AP(IJ+Cn!HNSJ 
DO 14 I=l,N __ -- ------ ... --
TFICAPfii.LT •• lE-13JNTYfll=l 
T F I c II P f I I .l T • • 1 E -1 3 I CAP ( I I= • 1 F-1 ~ 
TFIC:IIP(JJ,GT.lOOO.E-12JNTYfiJ=l 
lffCAP(I),GT.tOOO E-JZJCApf[J:JOOO,E-12 
TFfVCfll.lT •• OliNTYfJJ=l 
f F I vr. I J 1 .l T •• 01 I VC f I I= • 01 
fF(VCfTJ,GT,lQ4,JNTV(JI=l 
IF f.VC f I J .G.T alO!t.alVC~l.0.4. 
14 CmiTTNtiF 
C CAll PPLTfVC,CAP,NTY,l,f',NI 
C PPINT l03 9 NA~ 
CAl I PPI TIVC,CAP,NI 
C Cllll PPlTfVC,CAP,NTY,Q,O,~I 
PRTNT 103,NA~ 
no 2R I=l,N 
2P XV t Il = l L • ./ C:A P.t I I * 1 , E- 1 2 J * ~----- - --- ---- -





----- ~-- --------- ----·-
G LEV~l 1, Mnn ? MAIN DATF = 6R307 
PRINT 103,NI\M 
DQTNT )Q7 
PU~•r:H 100 ,N 
PIINC:H 10'\,NAM 
on 1"' J= 1 ,N 
--- -·- .e.RINL104.V.C..U-t-l•e_.,C-'!'A'!':P-!-f-!I-!J'--------
PUNCH loo;,vc(Jl,CAP(J) 
1 f. ('" 111'1 TJ NUF 
r.o rn 2,., 
PFAO 106,COP(IJ 
1~ rOP(l)=fOR(IJ*1.F-12 
fOP X=rOP ( 1 I 
00 1<:1 1=1,:?4 . --
10 C:nP{fl=r.ORX -C:I"JR{J) 
PRJNT lfl",IIIAI\4 
nn '" T=l,24 20 ORlNI JC4 0 (nRITI 
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APPENDIX C 
DISCUSSION OF ALGORITHMS USED IN LINEAR 
AND NON-LINEAR CURVE FITTING PROGRAMS 
One of the most basic problems encountered in model-
ing is the determination of the constants used in a model 
from measured data. This problem is treated by an area 
of mathematics commonly called approximation theory. The 
equations which must be solved in the course of approx-
imation can either be linear (solvable as a set of n 
simultaneous equations in n unknowns) or non-linear. The 
programs to be discussed in the following appendices 
involve both linear and non-linear solutions and this 
appendix is intended to provide some grounding in this 
area. 
Review of Some Literature in Approximation 
Theory and Numerical Analysis 
The literature to be discussed in this section is by 
no means complete and no doubt some good pieces are not 
included. What is included has been found, in the author's 
experience, to provide a good grounding in problems 
related to model work. One of the earliest books in the 
Cl 
area of Numerical Analysis is that of Scarborough , first 
Published in 1930. Although written before the age of the 
Cl 
computer, it has an excellent discussion of many numerical 
analysis topics. In general, the emphasis is on techniques 
rather than rigorous derivations. His section on non-
linear curve fitting is excellent. A good practical as 
well as theoretical work is the two volume anthology of 
Ralston and Wilfc 2 . Many scientific subroutines have been 
written from material in this work and it must be regarded 
as a basic reference. A good basic book which gives some 
attention to theory, but more to practice, is the book by 
PenningtonC3 which contains a good section on curve fitting 
and approximations. In addition is the IBM Scientific 
C2 
Subroutine Package Description (reference C4) which contains 
a wealth of running programs and some descriptions from 
the theoretical point of view. Since FORTRAN programs 
which run on IBM equipment usually run with little change 
on CDC {Control Data Corporation) equipment, many of these 
can be adapted to the CDC 3600 and 6600. 
On the theoretical level there are two references 
which are basic to this area. One is by DavisCS and treats 
all common methods of approximation now in use in addition 
C6 
to many which are not in use as yet. A new text by Cheney 
is also good, particularly in the area of Tchebycheff 
approximations. Other general references in the overall 
field of numerical analysis are Wilkinsonc7 , Fadeev and 
Fadeevac8 , and Hildebrandc9 • 
Linear Approximation Theory 
A theorem basic to approximation theory states that 
if a function can be expressed as the linear combination of 
n basis vectors, then n independent pieces of data are 
sufficient to allow the function to be determined. To cite 
a simple example of this, consider the function below, 
which is the voltage function, given a current, for a 
classical diode junction with a series resistance. 
CJ 
V = R I + A ln(I) + B (C-1) 
Now, evidently, if the three constants R, A, and B are 
known, then for any I > 0, a voltage V can be obtained. The 
theorem above says that to determine these constants one 
needs three values of V in terms of the basis vectors I, 
ln (I) , and 1 . The fact that one vector is a constant and 
the fact that the other two are related does not alter the 
theorem. 
Stated more generally, if a function can be written 
in the form 





then the set {a} can be determined from n pieces of informa-
tion by solving the set of equations 
(x .. )(a.)= (yJ.) 
1. J 1. 
(C-3) 
where i denotes the basis vector and j denotes the observa-
tion. That is, x 32 would mean the value of the third basis 
vector in the second observed data set. The solution of 
(C-3) is guaranteed if the data is observed at n different 
points. 
When there are more than n observations, the system 
is over-determined and, in general, there is no one set of 
{a} which will satisfy all observations. The problem is 
one of selecting a set of {a} which provides the best 
prediction of the observed data. The criterion of what 
constitutes "best" is not always obvious. Some of the 
possible criteria are minimizing the sum of absolute error 
between predicted and observed values, minimizing the 
absolute percent error, minimizing the sum of the squares 
of the error, or minimizing the square error weighted in 
some manner. The nature and range of the data determine, 
in general, the criterion. The criterion which has been 
C4 
most thoroughly investigated from the theoretical viewpoint 
is the least squares minimization. A basic theorem from 
this theory states that a set of {a} based on the least 
squares criterion results from solving the equations 
(C-4) 
Given the set of [x .. ] , and [yJ.], a simple subroutine 
l] 
called FIT has been written to carry out the operations 
indicated in (C-4) . Its listing follows. 
SUBROUTINE FIT(N,M,FM,C) 
DIMENSION D(lOO) ,FM(50,1) ,C(l) ,A(lO,ll) 
NN=N+l 
DO 1 I=l,N 
DO 1 J=l,N 
A(I,J)=O. 
DO 1 K=l,M 
1 A(I,J)=A(I,J)+FM(K,J)*FM(K,I) 
DO 2 I=l,N 
C(I)=O. 
DO 2 J=l,M 
2 C(I)=C(I)+FM(J,NN)*FM(J,I) 
NCNT=O 
DO 8 J=l,N 






4 FORMAT(' KS FROM SIMQ =', I4) 
END 
N is the number of basis vectors, M is the number of 
data points, the matrix [x] is entered into FM, and [y] is 
entered into C. Upon return the set of [a] appears in C. 
This routine calls SIMQ a standard linear simultaneous 
equation solver in the IBM Scientific Subroutine Packagec4 . 




When the function to be fitted is not a linear combina-
tion of basis vectors, an entirely different problem arises. 
Consider the function for the transition capacitance, 
Ct = R/(V - V.)N 
z J 
(C-5) 
The three constants required to determine the model; 
R, V and N are not in a linear combination and no trans-
z 
formation can linearize them. The basic theory of linear 
curve fitting can be extended to this case by considering 
the matrix of first partial derivatives of the function 
with respect to each of the constants, evaluated at each 
observed point. Given a v t f · ec or o start1ng values; say 
R0 , Vzo' and N0 , one can then define oR, oV 2 , and ofJ as 
being values to add to the starting values to improve the 
fit. The 6 values result from solving the equations (in 
the general case) . 
[8y/8a. 1 .JT[3y/Cla. 1 .J [oa.] l J l J l 
CG 
= [ay;aa. 1 .][!ly.] (C-6) l. J J 
The notation above needs a bit of explanation. The 
term ay;aa. 1 . means the partial of y with respect to the l. J 
ith coefficient evaluated using the jth observed data and 
the starting values for [a]. The term fly. is the difference J 
between the observed and calculated values at the jth data 
point. 
The equations in (C-6) are solved (note that FIT will 
solve them), as many times as necessary to obtain 6ai 
acceptably small. As in any non-linedr situation, some 
"spoonfeeding" may be necessary to obtain convergence. 
The above method is quite valid in theory and has 
been used many times in modeling problems. 'l'he method of 
minimization, however, used in this work for non-linear 
optimization of estimated parameters was the method of 
direct minimization of some criterion function. There were 
several reasons for choosing this. First of all, the 
:::riterion was not always that of least squares. Secondly, 
a method was desired that would be as reliable as possible 
and require a minimum of "spoonfeeding" since the 
spoonfeeding is usually peculiar to the problem being 
solved; and, 1n the course of the study, many blind alleys 
were tried before the functions described in the body of 
the work were selected. 
The "workhorse" routine used in ·the programs to 
C7 
follow works on the basis of minimizing a criterion function 
for each constant of the expression in turn. It should be 
noted that the routine to be described is not generally as 
fast as using the method of non-linear least squares. The 
reason for using it was because if its general reliability 
and not its speed. It would be recommended that anyone 
wanting to use the models described in this paper alter the 
method of parameter optimization to that of non-linear 
least squares. For the development of models, however, 
where one is trying out several different models and wanting 
a minimum of bother in the: non-linear aspects of curve 
fitting, this subroutine is very good. 
To use OPT, the non-linear minimization routine, one 
needs the following: 
A function wl1ich will return, for any set of 
constants used in the modeling expression, a positive 
number which indicates the good:1css of the ~:;et of 
parameters. The goal is then to minimize this 
function. The function must also be able to 
calcuJ.ate the gradient of the function for the set 
of arguments supplied. 
function is 
The calling sequence for this 
CALL FUNCT(N,A,F,G,M) 
The call sequence for the minimizing routine is 
CALL OPT(FUNCT,N,A,F,G,EST,ERS,LIM,IER,H) 
C8 
FUNCT, written by the user, is the criterion function. 
N is the number of constants in the expression to be 
minimized. 
A is a set of starting values and the final set on 
return. 
F is the function value upon return. 
G is an array of dimension N which returns the 
gradients. 
EST is the estimated minimum. 
0 . 
If in any doubt, set = 
LIM 1s the maximum number of iterations allowed. 
IER is an error flag. Upon rebtrn it means this: 




shows LIM iterations failed to produce 
convergence 
indicates that it is likely the function 
has no minimum 
=-1 means errors have occurred in the 
user written function. 
ERS is a value which will cause the subroutine to 
return if the absolute value of every parameter times 
its gradient is less than the given value. 
H is user supplied working storage and must be 
dimensioned 5 times N. 
The listing of OPT follows on the next two pages. 
C9 
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On 1 I=l ,N 
HfTI=Afil 
HCT+NJ-GfTI 
A f t +1\1 2 I= 1\ t f I 
H ( T +N ~ I= G f T I 
Hfi+N41=A~5fAfll*Gfll I 
lF(H!J+N41.GT.ERSJNT=l 
IFfH"'~.~F.Hfi+N4TIGO TO 1 
MK= J 
H~X=Hfl+N41 




IFf~G.GT •• lJXG=.l 







r I'll n: T ! N , II , F , !';", "'t< I 
IFfARS!G!"'t<l*llfMKJI.LT.FPSIGO TO 10 
JF(GfMKl*HfN+MKI.LT.O.IGOTO 4 IEJII~SfG!"~KJI•l~ 5ARSfH!N+Mt<II.AND.F.LT.FSVlGO TO 5 ff' t=.(T.F')V r,fJ f. lO -
nFL =! 1\( MK 1-H( MKI 1*.1 
A f ~41( I =Hf MK I +OEL 
fill l FCT(N,A,F,r.,MKI 
TFfGfMKI*HIN+MKl.LT.O.lGO TO 4 TF(A~S!G(MKJJ.U:.A~S(HfN+MKII.AND.F.LT.FSVlGO TO 5 
TFCF.LT.r<;VJf.O TO 10 
7 T fP =-1 !I(MK)-H(MK) 
Cl\ll FCT(N,A,F,G,OI 
RFTIIP~l ~ TF(G(MK!.FO.H(N+MKIJGn TO 43 XMTN=rr.rMKI*HfMKT~Hr"~~<•NT*ArMRlltrGfMKI-HfMK+Nil 
f'n 6 1=1,111 
c 10 
llf' 





C:AI-l f~T( N.A.F.G-..MKI 
DATE = 6~101'> 
IF!Aq<;(r,(~KI*A!~KJJ.LT.ERSIGO TO 10 
JI=!G!MKI*H!N+MKI.LT.O.t~n TO 4 
TF!II~S!f.(MKit.LT.ABS!H(N+MKit.ANO.F.LT.FSVIGO Tn ~ 
co rp 7 
4 nn R J=l,"' 
H f I +N? I= H ( I J 







X !A IN= ( FS V2-f SV+H f ~UN I *H f MK I -Hf MK +N3_L~.H.LMK+N2 J I L1J:U.MK +NI-H I MK t 
fi(~KI=XMTN 
C/11 l FCT(f'.J,A,F,r.,~KI 
Tf"fl\qS(f.(MKl*A(MKJJ.LT.EPSIGO TOlO 
TFCF.GT.FSV.ANO.F.GT.FSV21GO Tn 7 
JF!f.(M~I*H!"'+MKJ.LT.n.JGn TO 4 
nn 1? T=l,N 
H(!J=I-l(T+N?I 
----------- -12-H.LLill-...1 = 11 f I +N 31 
f"C::\I=F<;V? 
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APPENDIX D 
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF TRANSISTOR 
EVALUATION PROGRAM, EM535 
The program to be described in this appendix performs 
a number of functions relative to evaluating transistor 
models. As described, it specifically performs these for 
the Ebers-Moll (Net-1) model; however, with slight modifi-
cations it could be used for any model. The functions it 
performs are the following: 
1. Display of the common emitter DC character-
istics normally supplied by manufacturers: Ic versus 




2. Display of hFE vs. log (Ic) for a given 
3. Tabulation of the small signal parameters 
hie' hre' hfe' and h 0 e at a given operating point 
and plots of these parameters relative to the base 
operating point over a range of current and voltage. 
4. Display of the complex y common emitter 
parameters over a range of either frequency or 
operating point. 
All inputs to this program are free form; that is, no 
particular format is needed. The free form input package 
is described in detail in reference Dl; however, the user 
Dl 
can simply think of being able to input any desired format. 
A good insight into the capabilities of this package can 
be gleaned from the examples to follow. 
D2 
The general form for data input into the program EM535 
is the following: 
Description of the Model Parameters, up to 80 
cols. on one card. This card must be included even 
. 
if blank. 
The set of 40 parameters for the device in the 
Net-1 order using Net-1 units (kohms, rna., gigahertz, 
etc.) . 
The set of requested displays for that model. 
The termination of the set by placing a '*' in 
col. 1 of the last card. An additional '*' card will 
cause the program to terminate. Otherwise, the stack 
may be repeated as often as desired. 
The Net-1 transistor model has been discussed in 
detail in Chapter II. The reader may refer there or to 
reference D2 for further information on the meaning of the 
Net parameters. A brief description of them is given here. 
The format of the quantity, as mentioned before, is not 
critical. The order is quite important as is the fact that 
40 numbers must be listed, even though some of them may be 
zero for a particular device model. 
Parameter Brief Description Typical Value and Units 
RBB Base resistance .02 
Kohms 



























Collector series resistance .001 
Emitter series resistance .001 
Emitter shunt resistance 1E8 
Al - A4 are polynomial .5995 
coefficients for normal -6.12 
current gain vs. emitter-
base junction voltage. 
1-1.ax e-b junct. voltage 





coefficients for inverted -3.1 
current gain vs. collector 14.3 
base voltage. -8.3 
Maximum normal current gain 85.0 
Maximum inverted gain 2.3 
Coll. saturation current 
Max. power dissipation 
Temperature of operation 
Max. coll.-emitter volts 
Max. rev. bias for emitter-
base junction 
Max. rev. bias for coll.-
base junction 
Max. coll. current 
Coll. junction contact pot. 
Coll. junction Ct para. 




























VZE Emitter contact pot. 
.84 volts 
NE Emitter ct para. . 46 













IES Emitter sta. current 5.2E-8 rna. 
HE Emitter constant 1.47 
HC Collector constant 1.59 
The parameter list must then be followed by four zeros 
to make for 40 numbers input in sequence. The number of 
parameters the user desires to place on a given card is 
immaterial. An example of a title card and parameter list 
for the above parameters would look as follows: 
1st card 2Nl613 TEST PARAMETERS 
Then, .02 5E8 . 001 .001 1E8 .5995 -6.12 
23.6 -20.8 1.0 .45 -3.1 14.3 -8.3 
85.0 2.3 7.1-10 500 25 50 7.5 70 
500 .79 . 5 38.4 -4 .84 .46 43.5 
-5 .08 .12 5.2E-8 1.47 1.59 0 0 
0 0 
Note that blanks may not appear between numbers of 
the same quantity since the presence of a blank is the way 
the program determines where one field ends and another 
begins. Note the four zeros at the end. 
The displays which the program can provide have 
already been discussed briefly. The specific input cards 
for various displays are as follows: 
Display of common emitter characteristics I vs. V and Ih: 
-c -ce -J..J 
ICVV Ic(min) Ic(max) Ic(inc) Vce(min) Vce(max) Vce(inc) 
Ib(min) I b (max) 1b(inc) Temp ( °C) 
For example, to obtain the characteristics· over the 
range of I from 0 to 100 rna. and V from 0 to 10 volts, 
c ce 
and Ib from 0 to 10 rna. in 1 rna. steps at 25°C, one would 
write, 
ICVV 0 .1 . 01 0 10 1 0 .01 .001 25 
Again, format is free. 
To obtain hFE vs. c·urrent, one inputs, 
PDCG Ic (min) I c (max) v ce 
For example, to obtain hFE from 1 ~a. to 1 amp at a 
V of 10 volts at 25°C, one would write, 
ce 
PDCG lU 1 10 25 
Note that lU is a feature of the free form package and 
means lE-6. The enLry could have been made that way if 
desired. The user is again reminded that there can be no 
imbedded blanks in fields. 
DS 





ce(base) I c (base) Ic(min) I c (max) 
v 
ce (max) Temp(min) Temp(max) 
Vce(min) 
For example, to obtain the small signal h parameters 
from 1 to 100 rna., V from 1 to 10 volts, and temperature 
ce 
from -50 to 100°C at a base of 1 rna I , and 5 volts v , c ce 
one would input, 
SSHP 5 .001 .001 .1 1 10 -50 100 
To obtain a display of the complex y parameters, the 
general input form is 
D6 
YDOP Freq I . I I V V (hertz) c (m1n) c (max) c (inc) ce (min) ce (max) 
vce(inc) 
Finally, to obtain the complex y parameters as a 
function of frequency, the form of input is 
YPFQ Ic Vee Freq(min in hertz) Freq(max) Freq(mult. inc.) 
To obtain, for example, the complex y parameters from 
1 to 10 rna., I in steps of 1 rna. and 1 to 10 volts V in c ce 
steps of 1 volt at 30 Mhz., one would input 
YDOP 30E6 .001 .01 .001 1 10 1 
As indicated previously, when all displays for a given 
model have been specified, the user inserts a card with an 
I* I in col. 1 at the end. 
Following is a complete listing of this program along 
with sample outputs. The program listing has omitted the 
free form package DATCON and two matrix computation 
routines CRXR and CRXC. These routines are described in 
reference 3, and are available from the University of 
Missouri -- Rolla Computer Center. The reason for omit-
ting them is that they contain a considerable amount of 
assembly coding for the 360/50 amounting to several pages 
of listing. For those interested in implementing this 
program, the routines cited can be ordered and, if 
necessary, adapted to a particular machine. 
D7 
FntHif.\~ rv·r.·uvEL 1, Mf'n? 11" I~! D.HE = 6R236 - ~ -~--- 10/18126- - PAGE oonr·----- -· 
C pr.r.GPA~ E~5l5 
OOCl (~M~n~tJnTtNTYPE(?QJ,V4Qf201l?J 
GOiJ7-- n- f(l'~Mf'!'-lf IPX/P( 40l7~lO~IJ71'JWO<;rROl 
OOOl DT~FNSTON NC~P(6J,LARI~OJ 
0004 OAT A ~IC 14P/ 1 IC vv I I I P!'!CG• I I SSHI"' 'YDOP. 'I YPFQ I' I. 
0005 r.nuMn~/QFTPAP/XI1~ui,~X(2CI,NF,NN,NC~AR,NFR 
- ~ -- - ----- trF!l .• ll. )!'" . - ---- ~ - - ----~- -- . . --- --~- - --~--- ---
'I 
---------------- ----- --------
0007 1 Fn.P~ATIROA11 
OOOq 2 fOD~ATI'l~OOEl ~A~A~FTFP<; Fno •,20A4,/,RI2X,El2.5JJ 
00(1 3 F"R~&T(2rA41 
U~ IOC ~[AO 3,[~~ 
0011 CAll PFPOATI40 1 11 0012 on 140 1=1,4\ 
0013 l4C PIII=XIII \10Ft----- --TMTTIUTJJ·~------
001~ PRINT ?,LAB,P 
001~ IPX=C 
0017 101 IDX=IOX+l 
OUPr H'lTO~.t.t .ZIJJI.IIll ERI(lJRDJ 
001~ PEAOil,liNWO<; 
0020 CALL OATfON 
0021 lfiNER.r.T.OICAll ERRORI41 
-uon-·------~---rm-toz r=r;,r, -------------- ---------·· 
0023 TFINXI11.NF.NCMP(III~O TO 1J7 
0024 Jn~~r 
002~ GO TO lCl 
00~1'>- 107 COIIITINHF 
0021 C~LL ERROP121 
002R 103 I~IJDX.EQ.hJGO TO 11G OOZQ MTYPF(IDXI=JOX OO"Jr 110 104 1 -=t~,:.rl 7z------- --·----------------------------
oon 104 VAr. lli"!X.T !=XIII 
0012 r.n Tn 101 
0033 110 IOX=IOX-1 
U0"11t un Ill 1=19TDX 
003~ Jn~=NTYPr(JI 
0036 ~0 T~ll?l,l2?,1~3,124,175J,JOX 
OOH 121 (AIL I(VVIIt 
~oo"l~ -- - r.n·rp·rn--
DOl1 172 f.Ml Pnf.~III 
0040 r.n T~ 111 
0041 12? fAll SSH~(JI 
ilutt ~ rn Tll 1 1 I 
0043 124 f.ALL vnnP(Tl 
0044 r~: Tfl 111 
0:)4') pc; 01 L VPFOIII 
004~ 111 rn~TT~JF 
0047 RFAf'll 1 11NWO'\ 
004~ JF(~WrS(ll.EQ.NfMP(6JISTOP 
OC4~ ~o Tn 100 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 1 0 
-FORfln~TV t;TEVE~i.!-bo--T- ------ PDCG I>.UE =-68i36 _____ 10718126 ---------PAGE 0001 
0001 Sll"ROIJTINI: POCGINI 
C PIILSFD DC GAIN 
0002 (C~~UN/IPK/PI40J/P[TV/HFI16001,1CPil600J,NTRI1600J 
0003 REAL*4 ICP,ICS 
0004 COMMON/IPT/NTYPEI2CI,V~RI20,121 
C Pr.CG ~INIC MAXIC VCE TEMP 
UU~ DH!FNS TIJ!Ir I!. S I 1 OOJ 
0006 1 FORMAT( lX, 1 HFEI N=l, R=2) VS IC') 
0007 IFIV~R(N,~J.LE.O.JVAR(N,31=3CO. 
0008 RUN=RUNFIVARINo1),1) 
\JOCTT -TFTV~TN, 21 .LT .VAIH~, n .OR. VARIN, li.LE .0-;-r!ITTlJRlil 
0010 PRINT 300,(VAP(N,I),I=l,41 
0011 30C FOPMAT(4(lX,1PE12.5tJ 
0012 NCT=C 
u-un- lOr NC l-Nt I +r---
0014 IFINCT.GT.100)GO TO ZOO 
0015 RUN=RUNF(RUN,OJ 
0016 IFIRUN.GT.VARIN,211GO TO 200 
UU~ Jr.St~~TJ=~UN 
0018 f.O TO 100 
0019 200 NCT=NCT-1 
0020 J=O 




0025 201 RFIJI=AFEIICSIIJ9VARIN,3J,VIIRIN,4TITJ 
0026 IFIPI19J.EQ.O.IGO TO ?04 
0027 00 202 l=l,NCT 
0028 J=J+l 
0029 ICPIJJ=ICSII J 
0030 NTRIJI=Z 
0031 702 HFIJJ=HFFIICSIII,VARIN,31,VARIN,4),21 
0037. 204 fAll PPLTIICP,HF,NTR,l,C,JI 
0031 PWTNT l 
C0l4 °PINT 2,1ICSIIJ,I-'FITitl=l,JI 
0035 7 FOPMATI1011PE13.5tl 
0036 ~rTURN 
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FORTlHN IV r. Tf\TF[ 1. M"rm ? ~ RH-~~~~-~ 11U E -=- 68,lb~-·-- -TOll 81Z6 
0001 f"tJ~!CTIO~ HFFITC,VCF,TE'tiJP,'iJ 
0002 DI~FNSJnN PSAVI401 
UOUi ~f~l*4 TC 
000~ CGMMON/IPX/PI4CI/VIPT/Vl,V2 
0005 RE~l *P Vl,V2,1CT,V~f,IR,VCT 
0006 VfT=VfE ODOr --~~-~- ~m~--- - ----~-
000~ IFIN.~0.1J~n Tn 10( 
OOO<J on 10 1 T = 1, 40 
0010 101 PSIIVIII=!llll 




-noT.,--· "P"ff l'=T"'>llVrT7r 
0016 P17l=PSAVI131 Oul7 P(PJ=PS~VIl41 
001~ Pf0I=PS\V(151 




00 l ' P I I A I I' S ll v IL q r- ---~----- ------·------00?4 P(lOJ PSAV(lRI 
002~ P(201 PSAVIJ7) 
00?6 P(~7) PS~VI~OI 
OOZr ~· Pl3~1=PSI\VI3'H 
002A Pf3QJ=PSAVI3RI 
0029 100 CAll OPPXIVCT,ICTI 
881~ -···· ~-·~ ~h~ICJ",V"E,_!R!VCT.,__,V.o.cl=-t,_V,__,2=-cl'-----
0032 [Ff~.FQ.liPETtJQ~ 
0033 on 107 I=l,4C 
003~ 1G2 PIII=P~AVIII 





FllRTR\N IV G LFVEL 1,-i.!!JTl 2 
888~ FIJNCT TON RII'~F I X t"J l OTYF~~~n~ XSTRI"l 
R lJ~I~ 




--uuur ------~ -- TFIT;rt.n~Tl<FTUI{llf--
OOOR IFIX-l.C.'I10,20,3C 
COCQ 10 NE=NF-1 
0010 TX=TX*lC. 
COlT - --TT{IX. G 1 • l. f1J GIJ TiJ 40 
0012 T~I~F.LT.-5Q)PETUQ"J 
0013 rr ro 10 
0014 70 PtJ~;~=l.'i 
-oon----- ~- - --- TFT~Fo-. n ll<Ul'W=1. rr -
0016 RFTURN 




0021 GO TO 30 
0022 40 OlFF=10C. 
oo;n '-'" 42 1 =rtf< 0024 OIX=ARSITX-XSTR(lll 
0025 lFinJX.GT.DlFFir.O TO 42 
0026 MK=l 
00 27 Lll F F -' JI X 
0021\ 42 CONTINUE 
oozq TFINI45,45,4~ 
0030 45 MK=~K+l 
0031 46 IFIMK.IE.fiiW 1~1 44 
0032 MK=2 
0033 N~=N~+l 
0034 44 PUNF=XSTR(MKl*lJ.**NF 
003') IU I URN 
0036 fND 
































































































































































































































































































































































FOifflH"' TV G lfVEI-r;--w.liJ z--. - -- GFTlH ___ ------ -- DATf -:- 682'H;- - 107f8/l6 ·PAGE- ooor ---
0001 SUIHWIIT INE GFTAB 
000~ (0~~0~/YMX/YI5 1 5) 
000'1 rnMMnllffiUOC~TT9;7!fl ;1HI!f;7T;C I 2, 78 J ,Ill 2tzl 
0004 PFAL*~ A,B,C,O,AA 
0005 DIMFNSJON AAI1J 
OOO!t EQUIVALENCE I AA, A I 
000 T !lO l l TtOltUU 
ooc~ 1 Atilt I= • 
oocq no 2 1 1,3 
001!} · R It , 11 Y I I+ 1, l I 
oo11 - Rl 1, zr=TTT+r,...,-y 
0012 C(ltlt=Yll,Y.ll 
0013 Cl ?, I I= VI 5, I+U 
0014 on ? J=l ' ~------7-A I I' J )-Vtr+TtJ+TITI __ _ 
oo 16 n 11 , 11 = v 1 1, 11 
0017 Oll,?I~Yil,,l 
------- -----------· ----------
00 18 0 I 2 , 1 t = Y I 5, 1 t 
JOI<J ll\2,7J=V(5,'>1 
0020 R FTIIP N . 
0021 fND 
---------




~l'flfr•uN rv r. uvn 1. "'''"l ? I')I)Of 'Hff Mi ~ lh 10/111/Zb 
0001 
c 
"LJ~IUllJT l'tf flPPT I IC ,VRF, (1'\,V(F I 
c- mt"l --I ~ , Vt. F , F 1-.n T' -~VRT 
c 
000? rntJRLE PPECI'>I'l't rc.vFI".t~.vc~.vt.vl.I"T•vrr.vtn,tiiiiU,vJn,oARS,v•u 
0003 f~~O~/VIPT/V),VJ 
~- ro-2 vn=r .r,r 
0005 DV=OA~SI I~ I 
0006 IF I OV .LT .1. r>- ': 1'1V= t.n-,c, 
~1 no 1 o c; 1 = 1. 2 c 
000, V~T=VMT+,IOO 
OOO<J CHI V?'((IC,VCE.II'\T,VFIE,V~X,V21 
001 :> IF I I!H • r. T • I 1'\ I r,n T '1 IIH 
0011 105 CflNTINU" 
---utrrr lUl Vl"T=~•I. TTlO 
0013 111=0 
0014 Vl=.l 
001~ CAt l V2XI IC ,VCF, !~T ,VFIF ,Vl ,V? I 
UUl~ Tu-rr-VTTT=vl• [,OOO'JOl'JCJ 
0017 CALL V2X(If,VCE,TFIII,VRE,Vtn,V21 
0018 V l =I I I R -I'H Ill I FlU-I F1 T I •t. 'l--0 !'>+ 1 • 00 I •v I 
001~ IFIVl,GT,V~XIVl=V~X 




0024 - TFTlt. !, I • I 00 lf,IJ Ill 200 
0025 r.n TO 100 
0026 200 WRTTEI3,111C,VCE,IBT,VFIE,Vl,V2 


















G LEVEL 1, ~DO ? Y2X · -SUBROUTINE V2XI I ---tO'll~ntnE,-::=----,-68~2=3~6-· - -COMMON/I PX/PARA ( ~6 v,c E, 18, V8E, Vl V? t --ro7nl2,------------- ·w-r.......--~--' PAGE 0001 







{;AU. ~ R It ( It; 9VlfE ti R ,V{;T9VltvZl 
lFCVCT-VCEJlO,Z0,30 
10 VZMAX=VZ 
vz .. vz-.too 
IFfVr.L 1.-1000. IGO TO""Tl3 
CAll PARXIICtYBE,IB,VCT,Vl,V?J 
IFCVCT-YCEtlu,z0,40 




fFTTZeliT elUUUe JGU" l"U 113 
CALL PARXtiCtYBE,t8,VCT,YltY2J 
IFtVCT-VCEJ5u,z0,30 50 V2MAX=V2 
60 {;All PARit(ILtVHt,IRtVl;I9VliVZ"TN1 CAll PARXCICtYAEtiB VCQ Vl,V2MAXJ V2=CCV2MAX-YzMINt*VCE-YCT*Y2MAX+VCQ*VZMINJ/CVCQ-VCT) 
Y2S•Y2 
~Trr~VT 
100 Y2D=V2*1•00000100 CAll PARXCIC,VBEtiB,YCQ,Vl,VZDJ 
V2=CCYCE-VCT)/(V~Q-VCT)*l•D-06+l.DOJ*V2 
IFIVZeLieVZ"INtVZ=vz~rff IF(V2.GT.V2MAXJV2=VZMAX 
107 CAll PARX(IC,VBE,I8,VCT,Vl,V2) 
ERR=DARSCIVCT-VCEJ/VDVJ 
IFCERR.ll.l.D-061RtTURN 
N="'+l IFCN.GT.lOOJGO TO 113 GO TO 100 
ll3 Pt<l N I ZOOt I C t V6E, I !J, VCE, V l tTl" tVZI'IA"It"jYZ"'"llll 








FOltllUN 1 V c-· u:-vFl 1, !fl]fl 2 OPPY- - nATE = 
888~ SUR~OUTINF OPPX(VCE,JCI (OMMONIVIPTIV1 9 Y2,PH l,PHI2,1~P,ICP,ALN,ALR 
0003 IIFI!T"\I!H VOV, VloV2,PHil 0 PH12,JEP,JI:P 
0004 CO~~UNIIPXIP(40J 
bA136 
000~ PE~L*B VCE,IC,VBE,Iq,ICT,VlD,ICU,DARS,VMX 
0006 102 VMX=o.nc 
00 0 I V !JV ="'t;;l Ai-i:~n. S:,l,ln-t.,l' 
0008 IF(VOV.LT.l.D-61VOV=1.~-6 
0009 ~0 105 1=1,?0 
0010 V~X=VMX+.1DO 
0011 (.A["{ V?X l H: T, VCE, IR, VRE, \IJ'i'X, n I 
0012 tFIICT.GT.ICJGO TO 101 
0013 10~ CONTINUF 
0014 101 V~X=VMX*l.lOO 0015 ~l=C ---- ---------
0016 Vl=.lDO 
0011 ('\l L V2:W( ICT,VCE.IR,VI'IE,Vl 9 V21 
001~ lJC VlO=Vl*l.OOOCOl~O 
0019 Ll\ll V?Jq It;U,V{.t, l~tV11t,VllloVZl 
0020 Vl=(IIC-Tf.TII(ICU-ICTI*l.D-06+l.DOJ*Vl 
C021 JF(Vl.GT.VMXIVl=VMX 
0022 CALL V?XIICT,VCE,IB,VBE,V1,V71 
lOll Rl26 
0023 F~P-!1A8Sl l Itl-ICI/VOVI ----------- -----
0024 IF(FQ~.LT.l.E-6JRETURN 
0025 N=N+l 
0026 JFIN.GT.lOCJGO TO 2CO 
oozr r,o ro 100 
0028 200 WRITEI3oliiCT,VCE,tB,V~E!VlfV2 0029 1 FOPMATI' NQ CONY ~F tC,V~E N OPPX 1 elolX,6Dl2.~) 
0030 STrP 





-c--rFVFLI, M[! D 7-.. - --- ----qrv-- ---- --·nur = Mnll · T07llV76 
SUFIROUTINE GETV 
REAL *A Vl,V2,PHil,~Hl2,IFP,ICP,OEXP 
~OMMO~TVTPI/VI,V2,PHTTJPRT£9JFP,ICP,4l~,ALR/YMX/Y(5,5J/IPX/PC401 
DO 1 1 = 1, 5 









V(? 9 4) Y(2,41+Yl2 
VC3,21 YI3,21-Yll-V21 
Y { 3, 3 r::::n 393T+Tln'Yl £+TZT+YZ2 






















f:" fl~MnN 11 P l/114 T ( 1'0 I O VAR I 2 C, 121 II I' X /P ( 40 l 
ttiMM0N/PLTV/VI11\0 I,XIl600),111fR! ii:ICOJ 
QTMfNS tnt.~ IC ( 'iO I, VAC ( '5 l, VX(4l ,STR (A ,250 I 
F!1RMAT FOP l"'P\JT 





RUN=VAP IN,3) IXMUL 
-·-·roc -m:t=Nr.T+I .. -· -
PUN=RUN*XM11l 
IFINCT.~T.'iO.nR.RUN.GT,VftP(N,4li~O 
tC:I NCT l=RIIN {;u Tu· Lrm 
102 Nr.T=Nc:T-1 
OCI 1 u 3 T = 1 , NC T 
TO 102 
Cflll YCXIVI\R.IN.IJ,VAIUN,.n,IC:{l ),YXI 
---nrr=ITTH ·- .... -· ..... .. --- --- ---··-- ------· -·---·-····· 
NTRfll=ZO 




00 104 I= 1, El 
on 105 J=l,NCT 
lOS .. TTJl=STRITiJl 
CALL PPLT(X,Y,NTR,O,O,NCTI 
104 PRI~!T ~,(XIIIJI,YIIIJI,llJ=l,Nr:TI 
RETURN 
1 f'OFl""'A t f:'"Jf) · I lUI IPt 1 ;-;-c;n·-·---~-----· 











IFIN?.EQ.OIGO TO 1 
YIN2,N21=YI~2,N21+G 
llATE = 6A?36. 











~G ~lEVF.LT; MIIIJ2- Yl.X ___ _ ~ -DATE~ = 6 ff216 ron R/26 - PAG-tooor--
SU8ROUTTNE VCXIICtVCEtFRFQ,Y) 
DIMENSION ORI3)1A~AVI1 31 ttiMPLf! Xfl6 0~, A SAY _.Ll..~~--------------------------------------
~EAL*4 IC 
COMPLEX*B Y 
---- n~t~~~s~rH~x14 ' 








10' CALL CPX((3) 





---~-~:;{~T ~ 1M-;iM-H-t-~-!wfT-~2i! 1! 1!-\-iL- -------
PRINT 2363,1CI1,II,CI2,Il,I=l,31 
DISPLAY 0 




PRTNT ?V>hiiAII,JI ,J=1 .. 3lfl=1,31 
PRlNT -zV,~,IB{T,l1,1Hl,2l, =1,11 
PRINT ?l63,(((l,TI,CI?,!l,I=l,ll 
OTSPLIIV f) 
no 1 ooo 1 = 1, 3 
UVTTl=~~wrr----- -----------
no 1 r: c 0 J = 1 • 3 
lOJC f)Q lll=OR( T l+hC.AV! I,JI*!31 J.ll 
f'lT<;PlfiV IJR 
nn 1 co 1 T = 1 , 1 
OPIII=IC.OO,c.nat 
nn 1 co 1 J = 1 , 3 
1)0\ n~( II=OR I I l+fiSIIVII ,Jl*'l J,Zl 
-- ------LJT91L-:n nP -- - -- -- ----- - - ------ -- -- ---























































I I I I ! ! I I I I I I I I 
r. Trvn -J, '1!JtJ 2 --- cr.~:r.rA -- -- DATE = 6~?36 10/1 R/26 PAGE 0001 . 
SUPR'11JT IN F. CGET<\t1 
f OW•,flllllr. VMX /VI '5, '5 1/f\ l Or.K. <;I A I 4 q ,4 ~I , n, I 48, ?I , C ( 2, 4 A I , 0 ( 2, 21 
r~ "'"'rr ~TTJCKTTKLU CO"'PLFXll<!'\ V 
f0~DLEX*l6 A,~,C,O 
nr..,r:"'sJnN Mill -----;f~OmllTVALENCtiM,AJ 
lOC 
on 1cc I=1,1000'J 
Mlli=O 
ro 1 o 1 _ I = 1 , 3 
THT9TT"'YI 1+1, lJ 
A(I,ZJ=V( 1+1,'51 
C ll, 1 I=VIl, T+ll 
r.P,TJ=V(5,I+ll ---~:,:;,JC.:r-J --ro-r--J=r;-;- --- -------
101 A I I , J I= vI I+ 1, J+ l I 
n( 1 tli=VIl .11 






·------- -------------- - t:l 
N 
C7' 





C!!'-" liT f11E Yn'lPPJl 
r,,._._.,.f'•\/lPT/NTI?JI ,VAll_ I?:J,l?l /]PX/P(4f;) 
r 1"1"'t'JII'[ TV /Vn ITE!YCJ,V t 1 "DC I, "l1 I' IT~-­
r·f''r'JSJrt: !(('iCJ,V~(('il,YX(41,STR(Fl,?5tJI 
H'l< i.tf, T F rp PJPI IT: 
YN;f' ~H0 !(MIN IC"1~X !C INC VCF~TN VUf.I,,X VCFliiJC 
pr~L"4 !C 
Cf"-'f'lCX~<r YV, ~----'--'---...+, r-fllr--r\ .'\1Tl:>" h y --------- -- - -- --- - --
- ' r 1 v .'. :> 1 ~· , 7 1 • r r • v "'o c ~~ , 11 • no • v ~." 1 'l , 4 1 • L F • c • 1 "'r r u" 'J 
:o II~;= V ~ J.l ( :->, ;> I- VA;) I t-J, 4 l 
~.CT=C 
lCC ~.CT=-'!rT+1 
D!l' =«\lti+VlD It: ,4) 
l ,- ( '! r T. •:!. <; (', np. D IJ''. •; T. V ~R U;, 1) l r;•l T !' h' l 
1rt~·CTl=FU~J 
'- ~ j ; r 1 c c~ 
Fl '-1\T=~·-:\T-l 
MrT:I 
---------------- --- ---- - ----
If I V • R ( 'I, ')I • r T • V fi,Q I N, 6 I • nl'~. V M>. { N, 7l • L F. n. l R r: TU fi ~~ 
P U": ='VA q "-! , 5 1-VA~ ( ~, 71 - - · 
I;: 3 ~~ c T"' iA( T + l 
P II~~= P 'l ~' + V 1\ P I N , 7 } 
triMCT,GT.5.nR,QUN.GT.VAR{N,~IIGr Tr 1C6 
~ll'r.r.T~-TITnr----------~----------------
r.r T< lG3 
lOA "CT="'CT-1 
L\1 =C 
r)(' I C A T = 1 , "!( T 
[10 l - f' J = 1 , ~K T 
I CT=I CT+l 
V(lf11=1C(Jl 
CTTVTITT-.---=1 
r~.Ll YCXI lf(Jl,VAr"_(l),VI\ 0 (~,11,YXl 
rr 1' P I(= l , 4 
~r-=?''K 
,,.,., ( l{v-l,l_r'T l =!::>"AI. ( Y'(( I{ 11 
11'1-1 ST;(<!<,LfTl=/\1~~-~r.(YX(\{)) 
:' i · 1 . r. T = 1 t <l 
":-· 11·_ J-=l,I_CT 
-rr-rr rc---.vri•-r• r1 :11= <: ! ll I I , J T--
r ' I L r " L T ( V , Y P , -~ T 1< , C , S , t r T I 
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C f1MMt_lN/ PLTV/Q H 116CC I, I C 116JC I, N fQ 11600 Ill PT/NTVPE ( 2t;), VAR ( 7.:::·,-ur-- -·---- --
<i~!ll ~~G~Al H PARA 
RASVCE ~hSIC ~INIC ~~XIC ~~~VCE ~AXVCE ~INT MAXT 
-~~4 ·-rc-,rr-s-·----- --------- ----- ---·---- ------- ---
1 Fn~~ATI 1 l<iuAll SIG~Al CHARACTE~lSTlCS 1 ,1,5X 1 HlE 1 ,5X,fl0.3, 1 OHMS' 
1 , I, <;X, 'HRF ' , '3 X, t l 0. ~, I, 5 'l(, 1 I-IFF. ' , c; 'l(, f 10. 3, I, 5X, 'HOF. 1 , 5 'l(, E-1 0. l, 
2?Yt ¥.HilS'} 
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CAll SS~IVAR(~,lloVA~(~,2J,H1 
10 6 WI< I HI 3 .1111 
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lFI~CT.GT.lOOIG1 TO 200 
p.!Y=-~!CT+l 
OIJ'I=RUNF I Rl_ll\l, !Ill')( I 
-----TFtRON.I,l,"VJWlllftliTTGtl- 10 2Ul• 
ICS(~'f.TI=RIJN 
r.c rn 100 
20(- NCT=~•CT-1 
IFl~(.T~FO.t'IRf 1'1R~ 
0'1 2C2 l=l,NCT 
CALL SSHIVARIN 1 li,ICSCII,HTI 
no ?03 J=1,4 
----zc .J PElS I I ;:rr-='""HriJM(---oJrtJ;I""Hrri_,.J--.-1-----· 
702 ro~iT!"lllf 
I"::J 7(:7 T=I,NCT 
201 tr.C 1): lf.SC Il 
ll'J '1!1t' J= l ' .. 










(~ll PPlT(ff.,REL,~TP,l,l 1 MX) 
~1'12 f'IIT~IT 3,Ctf.tlJJ1,~FUII.IJ,tiJ=1o'"T 
l"ffF=(VAP(N,~)-VAq(N,~))/2Q. 
lFIOlFF.LE.~)PETUPN 
1: lfti=VI\R (~!,5 1-I)[F~" 
~ 11 I / , • \ 1--=T-f--~l 
Pow-.:;II'Hfl IFF 
22<' IC' I I )-::Q.lfN 
nr ??:> 1-=1,1(. 
t'll ~~Ht rr.-.;cn ,vll~t11ft7ttRTl 

































































































































































































































































r;-- tFVELT,....-rrr---z------ Rl:UlTZ\1 -- ---miTT-=09736 --------roTrHTlO----· nGF0001 
SII'~PnlJTINE REPO~TINQUA'Il,NRYPI 
DI~ENSinN XX!l5Jl 
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PFIIL*'l X 
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IF(~RYP.EC.OIGO Tn 100 
""~~~~---------------------10( Qfll~ll,?INWOS 
lo!P I Tf ( 3, li""•WS 
104 CAlL DATCON 
~f<.~T-;;L'o;ftlr.~jrol,j·. C'ti.ltt_t_1'~1}1rttt---- -----
N4=\!N+N4 
IF I N4 .r.T. NO I JAN} 11;4=NQUI\N 
~ll;:N'!_-N"Hl 
ITT~--=-..:; 
nn lCl l=Nl,N4 [[JX=IDX+l 
101 XX( ll=X( lOX) 
fFI1'44.M.NQIIANI'3ft TO ~----------· 
r-o TG lCG 




--- -·--·----·---- t:l 
"' 0 
-r;-rrvn 1 ;-vr:;rr7 -r:T.T:T'f .. - :r?ITE = 6R 716 . 
SIJP"lniJTl ~IF CGf-TY I FP.FQ I 
Cf~~Q~!~Y.l.~.~r~L!V~!PHI l,PHI2, IFP, ICP,ALN,ALR., IEF, ICI' 
I {H" '""'T"1 fl. T"fX7TI JT'Y1 






f)f1 1 0 0 I = l , 'i 
lJTl TTJt.r J"'Tf'> 
l'JC' Yf!,JI=f<.,O.I 
CDF=PH!l*IIFF+IEPI/ITP[*F~! 
r: f"lf =PH I 2* I I C F +I C P l II T PI *F I I 
. 'ttW.,.'rt--· ·-- . - --~-- -
V?W=V2 
CTI'=C. 
~! ~: ~ ! . . . ..... --. -- .. ~~ 
11 ' l :'11 J~~ .... ~----,--;-~~--,-~') 
323 CTF P(3~l* IIP!111-PI3411/ID(111-V1Wll**P132l 
324 IFI 1?7l-V2WISOC,900,126 
32f> CTC D(20l* ((Pf271- 0 (3(JII/( 0 (271-V2WII**PI2Rl 
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Ylt'= 1./P( 41 
CO.Ll YP!h((YX,Z,Ol 
YX=l./P(';) (All YPlfiC('!'X,?,~t 
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 3 2 
I~H~~I SYSOUT VOL S~R NOS= 
lt:l'Iff'H ~.1JTI 
IEF28~1 VOL SEP NOS= U~RSYS. 
lfF2851 U~R.LIN 
1EF285l VOL SEP NOS= SVSRES. 
- ttn~r-- -SYSt ;FWTt nt - .. -
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= SYSRES. 
IEF2851 U"R.FORTLTB 
lff2851 vnL SEP NOS= U"''R SYS. 
1~1 U~R.l~UO 
IEF2851 VOL SFR ~tnS= lf~PSYS. 
**** STfP 0? END. STEP~AYE: l lff2361 ALLOC. FOP OS r, 
-~e~TJ PG•=•.nry ~ ·t~ 







• PPOGRA~ ~hYE IFWl 
51 
• CC: Cor. TIME OF DAY: 21:3q:Q3 
0 0 1.~~+2 0 l-~ ~+2 2.~+1 5+1 7 75 1+3 5-l .3~ 25 -l 
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.o 0,500C(I!= 00 0,0 O,IOC'OOE Cl\ Q,Q 0.0 0.0 Q,Q 
0.0 C.l15COF C~ 0.0 O.lOOOOt-07 o.~OGOOE 03 0.?.5000E 02 0.50000[ 02 0.70000E 01 
0.75000E 02 C.trOOOF 04 O.~CCOOE QC 0.3~"00E CO O.ZSODOE-10 -O.l~OOCE OJ O.SOOOOf 00 0.33000E 00 
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APPENDIX E 
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF DIODE 
FORWARD DATA FIT PROGRAM 
In order to process the output of the Automatic Data 
Acquisition System (see Appendix A for details) and its 
associated data reduction program, a program was written to 
determine the parameters of the diode forward model expres-
sion. This expression is reproduced from Chapter III for 
convenience: 
El 
VF =I ~/[1 + (I/I0 b)] + K ln[l + (I/I0 h) 2 ] 
+ (1/<f>) ln[ (I + Is)/Is] (E-1) 
The constants necessary to determine the model are 
~' Iob' K, Ioh' <f>, and Is. 
The general method of determining these constants is 
described in Chapter III. The program to carry this out 
requires the following data: 
1. Measured forward data for the diode from very 
low current levels to a point well into the high 
current region. 
2. Data from step current tests giving 6VF vs. 
~IF at several points, or alternatively, the value of 
base bulk resistance at low current, ~ and an 
estimated value for Iob" 
As a general rule of thumb, it has been found that 
about 10 to 15 points in the low current region and a like 
number in the high current region (after the bend point 
where the slope goes down roughly a factor of two) give 
good results. When the number of points in the high 
current region is slighted, the convergence in the non-
linear curve fitting routine is quite poor. 
The required forward data in the form of forward 
current versus forward voltage may come from any source. 
Suggested sources are systems similar to the Automatic 
Data Acquisition System, a Fairchild 500 tester, a Texas 
Instruments TACT machine or similar equipments. In any 
case, the final form of the data must be such that it can 
be changed to suit the requirements of the user, however, 
the ones here were found to be satisfactory. Presently, 
then, the data stream input must be as follows: 
First card: FORMAT (4I5) 
NF The number of forward data points. 
NCLF The number of points in the low current 
NCHF 
region. 
Note: The data is assumed to be in 
ascending current order. If there were, 
say, 28 total points an NCLF of 12 
would say that the first 12 were to be 
considered low current region points. 
The first point in the forward data stream 




Note: In the example for NCLF, all points 
from 17 on might be high current region 
points. In this case NCHF would be set 
to 17. 
The number of ~V vs. ~I points. 
Note: If ~ is to be determined from some 
other source, set NTPU = 0 and read ~ and 
I 0 b(est) in later. 
Note that if NF is set less than or equal to zero, 
the program terminates. This is used to stop the 
program after all data has been processed. Otherwise 
data sets are placed one on the back of the other. 
Second card: FORMAT (20A4) 
A suitable title for the data being processed. All 
80 cols. may be used. Note that this card must be 
included even if left blank. 
Third card: (or set of cards) FORMAT (2El5.7) 
If current step data is being used to determine ~ and 
the starting value for Iob' then up to 50 such points 
are read in at this point. The order is ~VF(i) ~IF(i)' 
one pair of numbers per card. 
If ~ has been determined from a-c measurements or 
whatever, it and an estimated value for I 0 b are placed 
on one card in that order. A good guess for Iob for 
most devices is 1 rna. (.001 amps). 
E4 
Next group of cards: FORMAT (2El5.7) 
At this point the forward current-forward voltage data 
is read in. The data is in the order current-voltage, 
one data point pair per card. The number of cards 
read in at this point must agree with NF. 
The flow of processing in the program goes as follows: 
If ~V - ~I values are used for computing ~ and I 0 b this 
operation is done at this time by means of a linear least 
square fit to the equation 
Otherwise the read in values for ~ and I 0 b are used. 
Next, values for I and ¢ are obtained by a linear 
s 
(D-1) 
least square fit to the following expression over the forward 
points from 1 to NCLF. 
where A and B are just working constants. 
I = exp(-A/B) 
s 





· are obtained by a linear least square fit F~nally, K and I 0 h 
to the expression 
VF- [ln(Ip/Is)]/¢- I 0b~ =A+ B ln(IF) 
HF t NF Again A and B are just over the points from NC o • 
working constants. Then, 
K = B/2 




With a reasonably good estimate now obtained for each 
of the six forward constants, the entire expression (E-1) 
is fit against all forward points using non-linear le st 
squares. This is accomplished using OPT as described in 
Appendix C. 
ES 
The forward da·ta is then plotted out with points in 
between each voltage data point calculated using the model. 
The calculated points are plotted with a "1" character and 
the read in data points are plotted with a "*" character. 
This type of "interlaced" plot gives a good inunediate 
determination of whether the fitting process was successful. 
Finally, for each data point, the current is calculated 
given the voltage, the absolute percentage error computed 
and the results printed. 
The complete listing of the program less FIT, OPT, 
and the printer-plot package follows. Following that is a 
typical output for the data taken for the 1N777 device at 
125° C. This diode is so fast that step current measure-
ments were not practical and ~ was estimated to be 175 
ohms. 
E6 
r; LFVEL 1, ""fln ? 141\.f N 14/:?1121 
lMN ICTT PEI\l*~fA-1)) 
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inP FOPitooiiAT(' PR T)ATA, ~~OF PTS '•1'>1 
1" PFIIO lO;>,IIJF,~(LF,~rHr-,NTPIJ 
PPTNT T"'i 
IF(NF.fQ.liSTOP 
P F II 0 l r,.., Nil"" 
PPTIIIT 11"7 
OP1NT l'~l,NA"" 
JFINTPII.LE.OH;n TO "l 
P P T 11J T 1 '"l '~ , ~1 TP U 
nn 1? T:},~TDI_I 
PrAn ]f1,VriJ) 9 l(lF(T) 
I? PPHJT 1f'4 1 VFI TI,XIFITI ('1\[l PPI'"T 
r.n rn q 
P Pfl\0 }n1,PP,YTn"' 
o WPTTr(-..,MA~?I 
f'll I I=l,NF 






""'~" = "' r -1 f'l"l ? 1=1,1\111° 
f' V ( I ) = ( VF I I+ 1 I+ VF I I I I I? • 
.., PJIT!=Ff'"(D\1(11! 
I( f))(=" 
nn , t=t,"IF 
l<'f\'IC=K'OX+l 
NTV( I< n'C I :?r> 
~X ( 1<'-'W I =- VF I 1 I 
"'HYfl(nXI=YI(IJI 




4 NTVfi<'OXI=1 r II I L P P L T lf-4Y, HV, N TV, 0, 1 ,K T) lC) 
PRTI\JT l"l,NIIM 
PP '~IT H' <; 
WPITF(~,t.~IIM11 
r>n " t = 1 , NF 
YY= FIJf ( VF ( I J J -. -- - -
EP=hq5((VV-XIFIIJI/XIF(IJJ ~ PPfNT lOA,VFifJ,XIFITI.VV,ER 
r.o Tn 1r 
FNJ1 
G LEVEL 1, r.t~(m 2 
ftJN!';T JON F!)f" I VI 
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OVV-=V . -- -tFIV.LT.l.E-~6l~VVzl.O-n~ 
OV=V VMX=OVF I 0 I I 
IFIVMX.LT.VIGD TO? 
N=l 
U' 01-=0I/l~".n" IFflf1J-ni~I.LT.l.D-12l~l=DIO+l.n-tz 
V~N=DVFIDII 
XJ~"'='"'T JF(V~N.LT.V)r,O TO 4 
N=~l + 1 
IFIN.GT.101GO T~ ? 
VMlC=V!AN 
XIMX=f"'l 
GO TO 10 
4 DI=!XI~N+Xlr.t!Xll~. 
OVT=OVf I OT I 
12 OJD=l.00000100*0I 
OVU= flVJ:I D II) 1 9l=llf1V-DVTI/fDVU-DVTI*l.O-Ob+l.~~l*ni 
JFIOI.LT.XIMN)OJ=XlMN 
tFIOI.GT.XTMXInT=~lMlC 
0 VT = rw F I n l I EPR=OARS!IDVT-OV~/DVVI Jf(FRR.t T.J.f-06IGO TO?!'; 
N=N+l 
1FIN.GT.501GO TO ? 







COM ~ON I FW!') I VF (50 J , X IF I 50 J , NF, NC l F, NC I-IF, FR P X, X I OMN, NT P!J 
~~~:8~P~~~A~t~~~l~1fb~!~b~J,YTC~rJ,AA151,GROI~J,HHI~nJ 
I"XTEPI\IAL. CPIF 
lOC FOP~AT(' TER FfPJM FMFP= '.!l"il 
T F! "'F. l T • 10 .OR • NF. G T • 50 • nR • NCL F. G T. Net-IF I P F TliR N 
[10 1 I=ltNCLF 
FTT,.,X! I, tl=l.O 
F TT "4 XC t , ? I= Al OG ( X IF CI I l 
1 FTTMX(I 3J=VFCIJ r All F r tr?. -~ru-;n-T"Mr.l:"rr--- -- -
Pt-1=1.1CFf?i 
XIO=EXPf-CF(lJICF(2lJ 
XIOMIII=XTO*l.F-04 3 J=(') 
Vl"lFF=XJOR*PF3 
OCI 7 I=NCHF,NF 
J=J+l 






4 A A ! 1 I = X T Ofl 
A/1.! 21 =XK 
fiA!3l=Xlf1H 
A/l.!4l=PH 
AA( ''il =X TO ~CALL nPT !CPJF,5,AA,EPR,GRn,O.Ol,l.F-03,30~,1F~,H~I 
JF!JEP.NF.OJPRT~T lOO,JEP 
P~"TIIRN 
FNTRY P fiFT 











t~PLICIT REAL•8 0 DI~ENSION ~~1~1)f0ARG(~J~DVF(50~l2~1FI5~1 C~JiiiJ!IITFWTlfVF"l ">UI 9X F( 501.111 ,NClF, ;-EPPlC ,)(Jf"''l~ EOUIVALFNCFIOARGill 9 0l),IOARGI21tD2) 9 (0~Rr.(~I,D31,fOARr;f41,041, 
llOARGf51 1)'51 CO~"ON/OCP/PR,XInq,xK XIOH PH,XIO OVF(OIJ=OI*OPRfll.DO+fOTtniJ1+02*DLOGil.OO+IOlf0~1**21+ 
1DLOGIIOI-05Jf05)/04 
OP~=R8 
1 R2PAdill~n -------------- --------




00 ~ l=lo"'F 
DV= DVE ( nx IFf I J J 
OER=fDVFfll-OVI**2 
::t- OVlll=OVA(+Of.'lr- - ----
V =OVAL TF(NGG.LT.~IRFTURN 
Jl "110=1 
NUP=N IFINGG.FQ.OJGO TO 1 
NLO=NGG 
NUP="'r.G IFrNr.r..I_F.~nGn TD I 
1'1 GG:: f" 
r.n Tn ~ 
7 00 4 l=NLO, NtJP 
DARGIIJ=OARG(Tl*l•OOOOOIOO 
OG=O.OO 
on r; J=l,NF 
OV=OVff OX IFf J) I 
OFP =t DVFTJ l"-OVJ •-*7. 
5 or.= or.+DfR OARGfll=OARGIIJ/1.00000100 
4 r. (IJ=IDG-DVALJIO~RGCII*l•0+06 





PH = Af41 
XtO=A (";I 


















O. 27'lR66 3E-0:? 
0. 52"4577E- C2 
__ I')_,.CI5Ql.55~.E-:-C2. __ 
O.l493683E-C'l 
0. 216 7'55 5E-Cl 
0.7.CI566<}0E-01 
0. 3717874E-O 1 
!'.463CICI30E-rt 
0.5627220E-C'l 
C'. 664<}840E- C'l 
_ ... D.. H4A195E- 01 
0.81"59128E-01 
O.l0009ROE CO 





















D_. 6.2.Q3AQQE. QI_ __ 
C.70C4l""H: 0" 
o. 7'5r35o9E or 
0. R004VJ0E 00 
O.A503900r:: 00 Q.0004?CIOE (IC 
0.95C3R'loF OC' 
C.l0N'3"0~" 0l 





0.1 ~f'('?Q0 E "l 
0.1 ''iC?49r:: 01 
O.l4f':'11')f rq 
r.t4c;rzr:;r:c n1 
('•,1 ""C'1'~Cr:: C'l 
11'\,R~= 
P~= 1-,~.crnon 
f.I=~O ,xrn>~= ".71c;Qr:;1P7<=-0l,li'K= c • .,~.;>.::>qJr 
175,00C1CC ,xrnq= o.qqqqqqq3F-03 
,XJflH~ ",542l'l"i7'lf-C·l,04: ?O.l-.,44CI) 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'i. 11 'JQ} r"-1)2 
E: l :>. 
APPENDIX F 
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF THE 
CAPACITANCE DATA FIT PROGRAM 
The capacitance data fit program performs the task 
of obtaining the transition capacitance parameters for the 
relation 
Fl 
C = R/ (V - V . ) N 
t z J 
(F-1) 
and the diffusion capacitance relation parameter 
(F-2) 
It requires as inpu~ capacitance data measured over 
the reverse biased region, capacitance data measured while 
the junction is forward biased, and storage time data for 
several values of IF/IR. It has been found that ten to 
twenty points of capacitance versus voltage in either 
direction and five to ten values of storage time gives good 
fit. In some cases, values of ~' Is, and the transition 
capacitance parameters must be read in as d~t~. This will 
be discussed later on. 
The form for the data input is as follo~s: 
First card: FORMAT(4I5) 





The number of the above to be considered as 
"low voltage'' measurements. These are for the 
purpose of determining V2 and five to ten of 
the points should be in the range of one to 
five volts reverse bias. 
The number of storage time measurements. 
The number of capacitances while the device is 
forward biased. 
Second card: FORMAT(20A4) 
A suitable title for the run. All 80 columns may be 
used, however, the card must be included even if 
blank. 
Third card: FORMAT(SE15.7) 
R, N, V , I , and¢ in that order. 
z s 
If transition capacitance data is to be processed 
first, followed by processing of forward capacitance 
data, the transition capacitance parameters R, N, 
and V need not be read since they will be calculated. 
z 
In general, all of the above parameters are needed to 
process forward capacitance data, and the parameter ¢ 
is needed if K is to be obtained from storage time 
c 
data. 
In any case, the above card must be included even if 
blank. 
F2 
Three groups of cards may now be included, depending 
on the value of NC, NCST, and NCFD. If any of these 
quantities were set less than or equal to zero, the cards 
correspondi~g -to that quantity are bypassed. If all three 
are set equal to zero (such as by inserting a blank card 
at the first), the program will terminate. The format for 
all these cards is (2El5.7) which means one data point 
per card. 
F3 
If NC > 0, include NC cards with the reverse voltage-
transition capacitance in that order. 
If NCST > 0, include NCST cards with storage time -
IF/IR ratio in that order. 
If NCFD > 0, include NCFD cards with voltage -
capicitance in that order. 
If NC was read > 0 so that reverse biased transition 
capacitance data is available, the program determines 
values of R, N, and V . z 
The procedure used is first to 
assume v = 0.5 and perform a linear least square fit on 
z 
the log of (F-1), 
ln Ct = ln R- N ln(Vz + VR) (F-3) 
Non-linear fitting is then employed on the points 
from 1 to NCL to optimize R, V2 , and N. Next holding Vz 
fixed, the entire data set is optimized to the expression 
for ct and values of R and N are obtained. 
If NCST is set > 0, the storage time data is fit to 
the · of KunoFl to obtain the effective carrier express1on 




HavL1g calc .... lated TF, the value for Kc is derived from the 
expression 
K = TF <P (F-5) c 
Finally, if NCFD has been read in > 0 , the program 
will calculate K 
c 
based on this data. It should be noted 
that for this part of the program, I s, <P , R, v z' and N are 
needed. Is and ¢ must be read in any case. If R, V , and 
z 
N were calculated from the reverse capacitance data, those 
values will be used. Otherwise, they must be read in. Note 
that values read in will be "clobbered" after reverse 
capacitance calculations, and, if read in values are to be 
used, NC for that run must be zero. 
The procedure for calculating K is to take the forward 
c 
capacitance data and subtract from it Ct calculated from R, 
Vz' and N. The difference ~C is assumed to be the diffusion 
capacitance. The current is then calculated from the 
expression 
I= I [exp(¢V) - 1.] 
s 
and a linear least square fit is made on the expression 




In all cases the parameters calculated are printed out 
along with an "interlaced" plot of the original data along 
with points calculated by the model involved, and a table 
of absolute error between the data and the calculated 
values. 
A comrylete listing of the program less FIT, OPT, and 
the printer-plot package follows along with an example of 
the output. 
FS 
c-Toa r,- ~on l !4AIN DUF = M3l<J 15122138 
E PROGRAM TO PROCESS CAPAUJANC_E QATA~ A~ OETERMI~E LIFETIME 
~ - 8Y THE ~EIHUO UF KUNU. 
c 
COMMO~/CAP/VCI30J,CAI301 1 NCtNCl,NCST 1NCFO,EMX C~MON/PAR/R~XN,VZ,XIS,PH 1 T~,AS,CKl,cK? 
- ----lrOI:Tl'~- - -
NAMEliST/Nl/R(X~JVl/N2/NC 1 NCl 1 NCST,NCFO/N3/XIS,PH/~/TS,CKl/~5/CK2 DIMENSION HAM 20 ,VPibOI,~PI6ui,NPI601 
lOC' FORMATI2151 
lUI FORMATt2E15.71 
102 FORMAT( 20A41 
103 FORMATI'l't5X,20A41 
104 FORMATISX 1 4(1PE11.511 
-- -ro-~ FORMAT! II, 5r.7Ul~ 1 -
106 FOIH4ATI 1 1 1 1 
107 FORMATISE15.71 
lOB FORMATI5X,20A41 
1 REAU lOO,Nt !Ntl ;-m:ST;l'fCFU 
lFINC.lE.O.ANO.~ST.lE.O.ANO.NCFO.lE.OISTOP 
READ 102 1 NAM READ l07,R,XN 1 VZ 1 XIS 1 PH PRINt 106 - ----- -
WRITEI3,N21 
IFINC.lE.OIGO TO 14 
PRINT 108,NAM 
uu--z t=I,Nt 
READ lOl,VCIII CAlli 
2 PRINT 104,VCCIJ,CAIII 
DO 6 1=1, NC 
o tAl 11-tAt I I*I.E+Pt 
CALL FTCT 
DO 1 1=1 ~c 
1 CAIII=CAlii*l·E-14 
'R='R •t.l:~ 
WRITE 13 1 ~H I 
NUP=NC-1 
00 3 I= 11 NUP 














G LEVEL 1, ~00 2 ~A IN 
DO 16 1=1 NCST 
READ lOl,VCCit,CACit 
Hi PRINT 104,VCC IJ ,om---
CAll FTST 
CKl=PH*TS 
WRITE C 3,N4J 
NUp-:NCST-1 














DO 19 l=l,NCST 
TTS=l-s+TI*AlOGtl.+C~lTTl 
ER=A8SCCVCCIJ-TTSJ/VCCIJ) 
19 P_RINT 104~VCCIJ,CACIJ,TTS,ER 
15 I£CNtFD.lt.OlGO TO 1 
PRTNrT039l'fAM 




DO 21 I=l,NUP 
DATE : 68Jlq 
VP( ll=lVlll J+VlTlf-11 fTZ. 
CPCIJ=XIS•EXPIPH•VPCIJ1•CK2+RIIVZ-VPIIlt••xN 
21 NPC I J=12 
N=NUP 
tm ZZ T-=1, NtFU 
N=N+l 
VPINI=VCIII 
CP(PU=CA( I J 
1TlfPINl=ZO CALL PPLTIVP,CP,NP,O,loNJ 
PRINT 105,NAM 
PRINT 106 
00 2J tzl,NCFU 
CC=R/CV7-VCII11••~N+CK2•XIS*E~PCPH•VCIIll 
ER•ARSC I CAl I l-CC l/CAC t II 
23 PRINT l04,VCIIJ,CAIIJ,CC,ER 





G LEVEL 1, MOD-2 
SU8~0UT HIE FTCT REAL*8 H,G,A,ERR,EMX 
FTCT DATE = 683!9 
CTIMMONICAPIVCl301,CAl301,NC,NCl,NCSI,NCFO,EMX 
COMMON/PARIRtXN,VZ,XJS,PH,TS,AS,CKl,CK2 








R=EXPCCFI lJ I 
XN'=~FTZl 
Alli=R 





WRITE I 3, NAME2 I 
VZ=1IT3l 
DO 2 I= 1 ,NC 






EMX=I~U6 CALL OPTICERG,2fAlERR,G,O.OO,l.D-03,150,JER,HI 
IFIIER.NE.OIWRI E 3,NAME11 
WRITEI3 9 NAME2J 
RETURN 
ENTRY FTST 
DO 3 l=l,NCST 
FMihl!=l. 
-----An I t ~ I =I(UGTT;-+CITl n 




DO 4 1=1 NCFO FMft,Il=XTS•fXPf~*VCCill 







bl~I9~ -· -CERF-- -DATE = 683liJ 
~U~~Y~J1NKel~~~~~!A:K~~1GRAD,NGGt 
l:UI"MUN/LAPIVL{30J tl:A130J t NL tNLLtNCS I ,NCFO,EIIiiX 
REAL*4 VC,CA,R,X~,VZ 
DIMENSION A(lJ,GRAO(lJ,OAC30J,OVCf30J,DCAC30J,OARGC31 
C~MON/PAR/R,XN,VZ NPP-Ntl ---- ··--- ---. 
00 1 l=l,N 
1 DAPGC IJ=A II I 
24 IFCEMX.LT.l0.03JGO TO 28 
DO -z-r=TIOC OVCI I I=VLI I I 
2 OCAIII=CAIII 
2 R OVAL=O.DO 
lh I 2 I I 











IFINGG.LE.NlGO TO 27 
N~ 
GO TO 25 
27 DO 4 I=NLO, NUP 
DARGIIJ=DARGIII*l•OOOOOlOO 
DG=O.uv 













DAR Gil J=Ail I 
OARG( 2J=AC 21 
---------u-AlfGnr=vr-
NPP=NC GO TO 24 
C OEBUG 
~- AT 6 
C IFINGG.NE.OJRETURN 









IE !t= f.ENO 
&NAME2 
l ~'4C'"4 25 flEG C 
3, NCl = l 0 
Q,Q471E-Ol 1.~~znc~-t1 
3.74QH OIT 1.2l?OOE-ll 
~.34'i~E 00 l.OlfCrF-11 1.~37~E 01 P.'i4C0nF-12 
1.32'i8E 01 7.RC'OOfF-12 1.59~5f 01 7.ZoC~0f-12 
1.9607F 01 6.1~conr-12 2.2~79E 01 A.~qGCCF-l2 
z.-rceu 'JL t-,rr:'C':'E-12 
3.131RE 01 5.6QC'OIF-12 ~.5267E 01 ~.440CCF-12 
4.0131£ 01 s.torrrE-12 
4.4540E 01 4.oorrrE-l2 
4.Q557E 01 4.7900\E-12 
5.4A28E 01 4.63C'OIF-l2 
6.0('37{ 01 4.4Rf·Wf-l2 ~:~~-~~ -~:H~at~:B 
7.5447£ 01 4.14\0CE-12 ~.2611E 01 4.C'?C'OfF-12 ~.9375E 01 ,.orrorF-12 
o.6035E 01 3.BlfOCF-l2 
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1. 11t9t F 00 
6. VtS~F OC 















1. 5447E 01 
8.2611E 01 
~ ~ q3(5f--1'Jl 




























A.'i}"j2_3f-l2 5 .. ~8t'9~E-04 
7.Pl461)E-1?. l.R7973F-~3 
7."0237F-1? l.6C}725F-03 





















DESCRIPTION AND LIS'l'ING OF REVERSE DATA 
FIT PROGRAM 
The reverse data fit program processes the current-
voltage data for the reverse region to obtain the para-
meters for the reverse region model. The data is fit 
to Equation (III-14), reproduced here as Equation (G-1). 
(C-1) 
The general mechanics of the data breakdown is discussed 
in Chapter III and the method of non-linear fitting is 
discussed in Appendix C. In this section only the 
procedure for using the program will be presented. 
To insure a good fit, a minimum of five reverse 
region points should be included between VR = 0.25 volts 
and a point below the breakdown region. Voltages less 
than 0.25 volts should not be used since Equation (C-1) 
assumes the expression (exp(¢V.) - 1) has essentially 
J 
become -1. For a further explanation of this the reader 
should review the discussion surrounding Equations (III-13) 
and (III-14). If a determination of the breakdown 
parameters vbd and Nr is required, at least five to ten 
points in the breakdown region should also be included. 
The program allows for a maximum of 50 data points to 
Gl 
be input. 





The number of reverse data points. 
The number of points in the region 
up to, but not including the breakdown 
region. 
NTS A key to determine whether a fit in 
the breakdown region is desired. If 
set = 0, it is assumed that breakdown 
region data is present. If set~ 0, it 
is assumed that only low voltage region 
data is present and the breakdown region 
fit is not made. 
Second card: FORMAT(20A4) 
A description of the run. All 80 columns of the 
card may be used, however, the card must be 
included even if blank. 
Next NR cards: FORMAT(2El5.7) 
The reverse data, one point per card, in the order 
current then voltage. The current should be in amps 
and be positive numbers even though the data is in 
the reverse region. Similarly, the voltage values 
should be positive. 
G2 
The program computes the values for the constants 
of Equa·tion (C-1), prin·ts out the input data and the 
results, and provides an "interlaced" printer plot of 
the 9Xperim)ntal and calculated currents. The program 
will process repeated sets of data one following the 
other. If the NR parameter is input = 0, the program 
·terminates. A listing of the program less the standard 
subroutines FIT, OPT, and PPLT follows. The results for 
a typical problem are also included. 
G3 
G LFVEL 1, Moo 2 MATN i'll\TF - F;f1319 
C REVERSE DATA FIT PPOG~AM 
ER~~R~$R~V~~R~5Q~,x~R!5~~·"'~R,NRLC.NTs.vsr. 
PP:INI IC2,NAIUI 
WP I T E I 't, N ll 11'1?) 
DO 1 I=l,NR 
REA ('l 10 3 X I R! I I ! VR I I I -~-----1 PPTNT lo4,XtRC[i,VRlfi-
CALL FTRV 
WRTTE!",N~~ll 
NxP=NR-~ n 2 f= NVb 
VP! I 1-=SORr! VR (I l*VR! T+l I I 
NPT([ 1=1 
7 XIP!II=REVF!VPITll ~"--lln~=~rvp----- -- ------
on 1 t=llNR 
KDX=I<DX+ 
VP(KI)X)=VR( f I 
NPT I l(f1J( J-zc 
3 XIP!I<DXJ=XIR!TI CALL PPLTIVP 1 XJP,~PT,l,l,KDXI 
PRINT l1"12,NAM PRINT ll'ln ________ _ 
on 4 I=l,NR 
XXI=REVF!IfR IT I I 
FR ~~S!IXXI XIR!IJI/XIR!TII 4 PRINt [C~,VRIII,xt~ll l,xxt,FR 
r;, Tn 30 
END 
G 4 
G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 FT~V 
SUf\ROUTTNE FTRV ~MP-~~JT REA~*B ~0~ 
100 FOPIIIII\T(I IER FRIJM IJPf =1 ,15J 
EXTfRNAl CRlR 
DO 1 1=1 9 NPLC 
F~f I, lJ=l. 
f'llllf I, 2 I =UIJGt VR t I I I 
1 FM(J 1 3J=ALOGfXIRfTII CALL FITf2,NRLr,F~,CJ 
XlRO=EXP(C(lJl 
-- -------rr:CTZI 
tFINTS.EO.OIGO TO 12 
13 XNR=l. 
v~ =t.Ft; 
1 Z K =C 
NlO=NRLC+l 
on 3 t=NLO,NR 
-------- K =K + 1 -------------
XT=XTRO*VRIII**R VTM(KJ=VR(Il 
3 XM(KI=XTR(IJ/XT 
= J 00 4 t=l,K 
AG=l.-1./XM(J I 





JFtJ.Lt.'SJb'l 1U 11 
on 5 1=1, J 
FMflrlJ=1. 
Flolf I ,z J=AtnGf VT'-11 I I I ------------
- ----.,-"""'FIIII"rr, 3 ,_, ... , 1' - -----
caLL FJTf2,J,FII4,CJ 
XNR=Cf?l V~=EXPI-Cili/XNRI 
6 ovP=vR' IIIR 1 ONP=XNR OMT=XIR(NRI/!XIR0*VP(NRI**BI 













c XTRO,~,XNR,VPO - 4111 TO 414) 
c 
OI\RGI4)=VRO 
= ' 1 04RGfT)=AIIJ 





00 3 l=l,NR 




--- ~TTVI\T. --- .. -... .. 
lF(NG.FQ.OIRf"TIIRN 
00 4 I= 1, N 
01\RGI I I=OAPGI I 1*1.0000010:> 
m .• o. De 
no 5 J::l,NR 
ORl=DVPIJI**OAPG(~) OR?=·t.OO/Il.DO-IOVRfJJ/OI\RGI4ll**OARGI~I I 
"T.'ICl: ii"TTI"'1llffilTl~lJ177.=tJTV I J I I I II I R I J I I **7 
o; or.=or;+nc:r. 
DARGCTI=OARGCII/l.C0000ln0 
4 G III=IOG-OVALJ/OaRr;(II*l•0+06 
10 IFC F .r.F..vSCJt,IJ 1'1 K 




" R FTIIP N OEPUf. 





1N971~ REV CHAR ?5 OEG C 
& Nlfii{Z 





4.5272897E-11 1.0003691E 00 
5.5001932f.-ll 2.00043~7E 00 
~9860f36E-Il 5.CeOI984F OQ 
1.0434326E-10 7.99979~~E 00 
1.29177C2E-10 l.C000~9BE 01 
Z.3197133E-10 1.5001100E 01 
3.6B40664E-IO r.accorrae or 
1.6878741~-09 2.C000471E 01 
1.3583792E-09 2.4001480E 01 
2.5062097f-09 2.5102097E 01 
3o't't5'>1b5t~ lo550IYYYE L'l 
5.9605~67E-09 2.~701996E 01 
3.3305453E-03 2.6102173E ~1 
9.3947947E-03 2.660247RE 01 
lo "t 3Z6 524E-l'l --z-. rUU£Zff9C--ut 
3 5.33567E-ll 3.75963E-Cl 
3 4.83351E-ll 3.75963E-01 





2.70~44 'JO l.'J7h740 11 1.0'>3140 01 -2.04756~ 00 
2.33141 'JO 4.o~oar,o 1~ 4.176310 on -4.~3B3RD-ot 
2.7516~ 00 -l.l350AO 11 -'>.6A5530 00 2.176560 00 
3 .... :H?D£1:-J.J. 3o't11f.H:-V1 loV"1Vt:Dr: V\.' ~ • .c.o';lf'"Jt' UU _,o'tl.!.!ZU lU - .... .!~tJjOU U!J lolb.,t"'"J!ruu-
3 4.57562E-11 3.58568E-Ol 1.09026E 00 2.26160E 00 -1.026590 10 -4.546870-01 7.636140-01 
3 4.57562E-11 3.5R56RF-Ol 1.05324f 00 2.ll771E 00 -1.164~0~ 09 '>.327920-01 5.175010-01 
3 4.57562E-11 3.5R568E-01 9.99189E-Ol 2.22197E 00 1.4443~0 10 2.?34640 CO 3.~222R0-02 
3 tt.5r5blt'-ll 3.ttbl3<1E-Ut <~.<~<Jl"'<Jt:-~;-zv"t-R»t:-lJV---z-;u~<tl! O<J t5.Zi1>1ti1l-Ol ... ,., 0140-0l 
3 4.575b2E-ll 3.46l39E-Ol 9.37654E-01 2.19614~ OC ?.212~70 10 2.790900 0~ -7.253400-01 
3 4.45152E-11 3.46139f-01 9.37654F-nl 2.17959F ~o 4.556230 09 1.47~19n 00 2.155740-01 
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DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF 
TRANSISTOR DATA FIT PROGRAM 
The transistor data fit program is very similar in 
structure to the diode program described in Appendix E. 
In addition, it computes the parameters for the current 
gain expression given by Equation (IV-6). Since no 
new ideas are involved in this program which have not 
already been discussed, this section will only present 
the information required to use the program. 
To obtain a good determination of the transistor 
model parameters, there should be at least 12 pieces of 
data supplied descr.ibing the transistor emitter current 
and current gain vs. base to emitter voltage (base collec-
tor voltage for inverted operation) over a wide range of 
current from low current (in the nanoamp range) to a 
point where emitter efficiency has seriously degraded. 
Supplying insufficient data can cause non-convergence of 
the non-linear fit algorithm. 
'I'he data required is as follows: 
First card: FORMAT(BIS) 
NF The number of data points supplied. 
NCLF 'I'he number of points considered to be 
in the low current range. This quantity 





The first emitter current point considered 
to be in the high current region. This 
again is the same as for the diode program. 
The number of 6V vs. 6I data points to be 
input for the purpose of computing R 1.) 
--bn (or 
and I 
obn(or i) 0 If set = 0, it is assumed 
that values for ~n and I are to be read obn 
in. 
NDl The number of emitter current entries to 
be deleted. 
ND2 The number of current gain entries to be 
deleted. 
NHLO The array position of the current gain 
data point just before the characteristic 
levels off. 
NHUP The array position of the current gain 
data point just after the characteristic 
peaks. 
To illustrate the determination of NHLO and NHUP, 
refer to Figure IV-4. Note that the current gain hFE vs. 
Ie follows a typical pattern of starting out low, going 
to a peak, and then falling. The measured data is plotted 
with a '*',and the "interlaced" calculated points are 
plotted with a 'C'. The point just before the peak is 
number 9, and the peak is number 10. A good choice for 
NHLO is 8, and for NHUP, a good choice is 11 or 12. 
H2 
Fortunately, these quantities are not overly critical if 
one insures that NHUP is always greater than NHLO, and 
that NHUP is two to three less than NF. 
Second card: FORMAT(20A4) 
The title of the run. All 80 columns of this card 
may be used, however, the card must be included 
even if blank. 
At this point data is input depending on the setting 
of NTPU. If NTPU was set greater than zero, NTPU cards 
(up to 10) are input with the ~V vs~ ~I data. This is 
input one pair to a card in a 2El5.7 format. If NTPU 
was set = 0, then one pair of numbers for ~n and Iobn 
are input under the same format. 
Next NF cards: FORMAT(SE15.7) 
For each value of forward bias applied to the 
test device, one measures the base current Ib' 
the emitter current Ie' the collector current Ic' 
the current gain I /I , and the base emitter vol-
e e 
tage Vbe" These quantities are, of course, not 
independent and usually one measures some and 
derives the rest. This data is placed one 
set per card in the order: Ib, Ie' Ic' Ic/Ie' 
V Note the format above. Normally this be" 
data is generated by a suitable program such as 
the one noted in Appendix A. 
H3 
Since in some instances a value for I h e or FE may 
be considered to be a bad point, an edit feature has been 
included in the program. This feature is controlled by 
the settings of NDl and ND2. If no editing is required, 
both of these are set= 0, and no further cards are input 
after the current and voltage data. If one or more points 
are to be deleted, the number of such deletions is entered 
and at this point the array numbers of the points is input 
in a 16I5 format. For example, suppose that 20 points 
were entered (NF = 20). If it were desired to delete the 
first, fifth, and seventh Ie points and the third hFE 
point, one would enter NDl = 3, and ND2 = 1. Then right 
after the input of the current-voltage data one would 
enter two cards: 
1 5 7 
3 
Those points would be deleted from processing. 
The program at this point computes the model 
parameters, prints the edited input list, plots the 
measured and calculated Ie vs. Vbe' 3nd hFE vs. Ie' 
and the error between measured and calculated values. 
The data stream may be repeated as often as desired. 
To terminate the program enter NF = O. 
A listing of the program and a sample problem 
follows. 
H4 
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DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF PRINTER-PLOT 
PACKAGE PROGRAM 
The printer-plot program used in several of the 
programs described is a modification of the one in the IBM 
user's library for the System/360. As originally supplied, 
it was capable only of linear-linear plots with the * 
being used to denote points. It was modified to include 
the capability of either linear or log plots on either x 
or y, and, in addition, to use any hex number (1 - F) or 
. or * as a plot character. The user must supply single 
precision floating point representations for the x and y 
axis data, an array of integers, one for each x-y point 
to determine the plotting character, and information to 
tell the program which axes are to be linear and which log. 
The general calling sequence is 
CALL PPLT(X,Y,NP,n,m,N) 
X is the x data to be plotted in a single precision floating 
point array, y is the y data. NP is the array of integer 
character codes, being of the same dimensioned size as X 
andY. The code for characters is shown in Table K-1. 
The parameters n and m determine whether the x or Y axis 
respectively is to be linear or log. The code is: 
Il 
n = 0 causes X to be linear, ~ 0 causes X to be log. 
m = 0 causes Y to be linear, ~ 0 causes Y to be log. 
If a log plot is requested in either axis, the data 
for that axis must all be> 0., otherwise a message is 
printed and the program returns. If an NP. is less than 1, 
l. 
it is set= 1, and if greater than 17, it is set= 17. 
TABLE I-1 





































A complete listing of the printer-plot package 
follows on the next pages. 
I3 
- --·--·-··-------------------------------G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 PPLT 
c 
DATE • 68211 
~YA'2~T~~E .. Vt~l6fj'~~T~~j~1~1~fjt~X~1ri,,YMARt9t DIMENSION YVALC~l 1 NTRCN ,ISTX 7) COMMON/RLOCK5/XC16oOJ,Y(l600J 
09/0B/ 
-t--···-· .. -----·------------------------------~-------























etASSIFICATif.IN A St1ARBt1TINE TB PLBT 8ATA BN THE PRINTU; 
THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS DATA ON THE PRINTER! THE SUBROUTINE IS W~ITTEN IN FORTRAN IY AND IN TURN CALL~ A FORTRAN IV 
-..We -A MAP-·-SU~ROUTI~ TilE MAP RBI:ITINE IS tfSEB TB EBNSERYE EBRE STORAGE. GIVEN TWO ARRAYS WHICH GIVE THE X AND Y COORDINATES OF N POINTSf THE SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS AN 8 INCH BY 10 INCH 
P~INTFR PLO OF THE DATA WITH THE AXES ANNOTATED APPROXIMATELY 
F'/ER¥ HICIIa TilE SI::IBRBtfTINE BBES NST ALTER AN"f INPtff BATitn 
THF THREE SUBROUTINES REQUIRE ABOUT 1400 DECIMAL CORE LOC:A TlON S. 
USER'S GUIDE 
THF CALLING SEQUENCE FOR THIS SUBROUTINE IS 
CALL PPLT (X,YtNI 
X IS ~N ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE X COORDINATES OF THE POINTS 
TO BE Pl.OTTEO. . ·- ---- ----------· ----
y IS AN ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE Y COORDINATES OF THE POINTS TC 
RE PLOTTED. S • AN N IS THF NUMRER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED FROM ARRAY ~ 0 Y. 
fACti PLAT Will RE STARTE9 ON A NEW PAGE. TilE t:fSER MA'f ANNBTATE 
THE PLOT RV A WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CALL TO THE 
PP INTER J'LOT. 
DATA ISTX/'1' 1 •2•,•3•,•4•,•5•, 1 6'•'7 1 , 1 8 1 t 1 9 1 t 1 A1 t 1 B1 t'C','0', 











EQUIVALENCE CIBLK[BLK) IF(N.LE.O.OR.N.GT. 600tRETURN 
DO ?06 I=lrN ------------
XIU=XIN(I' Y(I)=YtNfl) 
IFCNTX.EQ.OIGO TO 220 
IFf Xft I .LF.. O. )GO TO 280 
XC II=ALOGlOf XI I)) 
IFINTY.EO.OIGO TO 230 {)0 208 T=hN---- - ----




G LEVEL 1, ~00 2 
_....::2~3.9 R? r J != ~lpz6 
XMIN = XI 1 t 
XMAX = XMIN 
YMTN = Yilt 
PPLT DATE = 68211 
Yflo!AX = YMIN- ·· ---------·-------------------------
00 2 [ = 1, N 
IF IXMIN.Lf.X([JJ GO TO 3 
XMIN = X(JJ 
4 
IF CXMAX.GE.XIItt GO TO 4 
XMJI X = X I I t 
IF IYMIN.LE.YIIII GO TO 5 
YM[N =Yilt 
IF IYMAX.GE.YfltJ G~-To-z 
Y~JI X = Y I I I (:{'INTINUE 
XOIFF = XMAX - XMIN 
---·--· "t'fH~f' - Vfli!A)( t'MIN 
OI'J 20 I=l,N 
W = Xct I 
l = Yl II 
WP = IW-XMINt f'lfOf·~F 
K~ = WP*lOO. + 1.499999 
7.P = 17 - YMINI/YOIFF 




20 C~Ll INSFRT IAtKX,KY,ISTARI I'El X = XOIFF/lo. · · ·· --
DEL Y = vn IFF/5. 
nn 40 I = 1, 11 
~~ARIII = XMIN + FLOATII-li*DELX 
-- ---t~lt-,; ff;l. 0 I Gfl 
X~ARIII=l0.**XMARIII 
4C CONT INIJE 
rm 50 I = 1, A 
V~M{JI = Y"'IN+FLOAT tl-lt*Ot'tV-
IFINTY.FQ.OlGO TO 50 
Y~ARIII=lO.**YMARIIl 
'50 f.llNTINUE 
f)fJ 15 I - 1,51 
75 YVAll Jl = fllJ( 
J = 0 
on 7~ I = 1,51,10 
J = J + 1 
NN = 7 - J 
7~ YV~LIII = YMARINNI 
----· - -·-- ·------· --------
0 
----'tfT--f;w'rR~I~THE~IH3H:'~7HC~I:__ ______________________ _ 
01'1 201 I = 1,51 
J = ?6*11-11 + 1 
I( = J + 25 
JF (YVAlfl t.Nfo~l*f·-i;O TO 200 
WRITE (3,711 IAINNJ, NN = JtKJ 




FnRMAT ( X,lPE10.2t1XtlHlt2 A4tA2J 
CONTINUE 
WPTH (::\!.721 
77 ffWMA-l -4-i!G*ylOZf Hi H--
WP IT E' ( 3 , 73 I 
7~ FQP~AT 120X,lO!lH+,9XJ,lH+) 
WQITF. (3,741 XMAR 








G LEVEL lt MOO 2 
JJ = 52-J 
L =(JJ-11*104 + I 
M = L/4 
INSERT DATE = 68211 
,14M ·=-+---4*K-·------·-------------
IF (MM.NE.OJ GO TO 7 
M = M-1 
MM = 4 
CALL ORW(AfMJ,MM 9 XX) RFTURN . 
END 
--- -·. -·---- ------·--- -··-· ·---·---------------,------------
STMT SBU~eE Sl'ATEMENT PC 
~ ORW usl~aRT ~,15 
-:-.. o~· · xLr.r~us• 
5 DC CL7•0RW I 
6 STM l4415llZf13J 
-----·--------
R L l4!Srl~~A, 
q SRL 14,24 
10 STC 14{0+1 l ~ t~ -. i~:n-rJ"!at-:t~:- M~ ~~3N~BBR~------ ·--- --··-
n RCTR 15,0 DECREMENT IT 
14 LA 14,0(14!151 15 0 M~l 81-4t,e-•· PLANT • AS APPR6PRIATE 
16 LM 14,15,12( 13J RESTORE CLOBBERED REGS 




12fl3J,X•FF• FLAG KILROY WAS HERE 
- -14--- ·--·-- RETURN ·----- ----· -·-· ·-
ORW 
I 6 
